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THE HERO KING WHO " HAS NOT YET LEFT BELGIAN TERRITORY AND DOSS NOT INTEND TO DO SD"
the House of Lords on Nov. 26, he said: "Through the whole of
In fighting beside the King of the Belgians arid his indomitable a
the period I am now reviewing, the Belgian Army have been con—
men, the British troops on the left wing of the allied forces have
stantly led in the field by their King, who, though hard pressed,
magnificent companionship of heroism. Lord Kitchener increased
has never yet left Belgian territory, and does not intend to do so."
British adoration of the brave monarch when, in his statement to

THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XII. —The Incomparable Defence of Ypres
HERE are many fine things in the annals of
the British Army, but none finer than those
in the chapter that is being written. If the road
to Calais were forced by the Germans to-morrow, the stand
made by our troops at Ypres would still remain one of the
highest military achievements of our race. For wellnigh six weeks our countrymen have fought under conditions
that make even the sleepless, battling retreat from Mons
seem, in retrospect, a summer adventure.
Unwashed for weeks, plastered with mud, now wet, 110w
frozen, and generally dog-tired always, our troops have
lived in burrows like primitive cave-men. Besides snow,
rain, chilling sea-fog, and other natural rigours of 'a winter
campaign near the coast, they have had to enchire an
incessant bombardment of high-explosive shells and bulletladen shrapnel. Continual night attacks by hostile hordes
of infantry have robbed them of sleep, and called for
sadden exertions of an extraordinary nature. Yet, tested
to the very edge of human endurance, our men have exulted
in the terrible ordeal and conquered.

T

to do. From the point of view of good strategy, their
chief point of attack was the La Bassee Canal, miles to the
south, where the British left wing connected with the
French army under General de Maudhuy.- Here, if they
could break through, they would win the direct road to
Calais, and have the Belgian, French, and British forces in
the north at their mercy. - Also, the entire French line
Would be turned.
But though the Germans, with three-quarters of a million
troops- crowded between Ostend and Douai, hammered
dutifully at the La Bassee trenches, it was the challenging,
audacious British salient that, raising their furious hopes,
engaged their chief attention. Against Ypres they
continually, concentrated. Day after day the Kaiser
held parades behind the fighting-lines, and, by vehement
speeches to his troops, excited their ardour of combat.
One of the men of the army of the Crown Prince of Bavaria
wrote at bivouac the notorious " Poem of Hate " against
the English, which was circulated among the soldiers.
Much of the heavy siege artillery used at Antwerp was
moved from before the Belgian lines to points opposite
our position at Ypres. Vast new armies of reserves needed
against Russia were railed to Belgium to help in exterminating the British force. Then, in a pulverising bombardment of the strengthened artillery, the attack began.

The Proof of Britain's
Hero Breed
We are a people with fourteen hundred years of culture
behind us. In the last century we have created a new
industrial civilisation—the grandest instrument of power
in the world. To develop it we have had to crowd Our Men Cool but
millions into mine, factory, workshop, mill, and office, and Conscious of their Danger
At one point on our front a single division had been
live in the smoky, stifling air of great cities. It -was supposed to be very weakening for the nation. But the grand thrown forward on Sunday, October 18th, to hold some
test has coma, at Ypres, against half a million German difficult intersected ground, eight miles long from flank
soldiers picked from agricultural districts. Less than to flank. In all, there were 12,000 bayonets to defend a
two hundred thousand of our troops have held, driven back, position needing at least 60,000 infantrymen. At a frugal
shattered, and worn out more than double their number of estimate, 5,000 men were required to the mile. There
enemies. Our stock is as virile as ever it was, and far more were only 15,000 in all. The troops were well aware of the
numerous. We have peopled continents, and, in spite of peril they ran, but they faced their job coolly.
For every man in the British Expeditionary Force was,
our new industrial life, we can still prodUce men eminent in
then doing more than any ordinary soldier ever dreamed of
endurance and fighting ability.
Towards the middle of October the British army was doing. Cavalrymen, after winning a beetroot field by a
railed from the Aisne valley to the critical point in the charge, dismounted, found some shelter for their horses,
battle front near Lille. There, British, French, and Indian scraped out a trench, and held it against guns and infantry.
cavalry, fighting against German, Austrian, and Hungarian Gunners, at times, pulled their gulls within 600 yards of the
horsemen, beat the enemy back from the road to Calais. German lines, and blazed away at the grey masses charging
By October 14th the German commander's right wing was down, night and day, on our troops, hastily dug in a few
turned so that the whole of his line was endangered. To feet in front of their supporting artillery. Men in the
save himself, he drew in and uncovered the country to the advanced trenches went without food or water for a couple
north, and our army pressed forward and occupied Ypres. of days, because the enemy's gun fire so continually swept
Then, with our glorious allies, the French, we reached out them, front, flank, and rear, that nothing could be brought
towards Ghent, and helped the brave Belgian army to them. A spirit of fierce, high, transfiguring heroism
invaded the souls of the British soldiers.
retreating from Antwerp to escape being encircled.
Our Indian troops, fighting by their sides or outspread
A Daring Challenge to' the .
behind them as supports, felt the stress of this great mood.,
German Commander
They were all men of the warrior class—Raj puts, Sikhs,
The British advance was stubbornly contested. Village Pathans of the border, Gurkhas, scions of the Mahrattas
after village occupied by the Germans had to be blown to and the Moguls. Men of fine fighting traditidn, glorying
ruins by our howitzers before we could make headway. in death on the battlefield, they might well have been
Some hamlets were taken and retaken three times before moved by a generous desire to outrival, if possible, their
they were finally secured. At last, however, the British British comrades. But when, with shell, shrapnel, and,
force, with its allies on either side, entrenched in the woods machine-gun fire sweeping them, they relieved the soaked,:
north and east of the quiet, lovely old Gothic city of Ypres, mud-caked, weary, undaunted figures in the front trenches,
on the sandy Flemish plain.
their only wish was to prove themselves worthy of a
Our position was a daring challenge to the German companionship in heroism. This they did, not only by
commander-in-chief. It formed a thick, blunt wedge some superb charges, but by the tenacity, skill, and en-:
between the Duke of Wfirtemburg's eastern army operating durance with which they, too, held the ditches.
near the coast and the three western armies commanded
by the Crown Prince of Bavaria, General Fabech, and General The Supreme Height Daimling, operating from Douai to Tourcoing. A wedge of Human Effort
But the division that kept the eight-mile front without'
position—known in military language as a salient—is the
most difficult of all to defend. It car, be assailed on both succour for nineteen days, touched the supreirM height of
human effort. From Sunday, October 18th, to Friday,
sides and subjectedato a cross-fire bombardment.
Moreover, by attacking a salient at either of its bases— November 6th, these 12,000 infantrymen, with perhaps
that is to say, near either of the two points at which it thirty-seven guns in pits behind them, fought off, first
connects with the general battle front—it is possible to cut 75,000 Germans, and then 200,000. In light and darkness
off and surround the forces holding it. Altogether, the the strangely unequal struggle went on. The guns alone
British salient at Ypres fascinated the. Kaiser and his at times must have been outnumbered by eight to one,
General Military Staff—as_ no doubt. it was intended
(coneinued on vaae 359.)
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Victoria Cross is the most coveted distinction that can be
by a British soldier or sailor. Birth or rank, educaTHEicon
tion cr influence. cannot command it. One thing only can
secure it. and that is expressed in the design. " For Valour.''
The Victoria Cross is a decoration introduced after the Crimean
War. It is made of bronze, and the design is as shown here.
The ribbon is blue for the Navy and red for the Army.
On this page are given photographs of sec eral of the winners of
the Victoria Cross during this war up till the end of NO ember.
Of those whose portraits have not been obtainable, Private
S. F. Godley, of the 4th Battalion Royal Fusiliers, City
of London Regiment, received the award for coolness and

gallantw in fighting his machine-gun under a hot fire for two
hours after being wounded. Drivers J. H. C. Drain and F.
Luke volunteered to help in saving the guns at Le ( ;dealt out
August 26th. under infantry fire from only 100 yards distance.
Captain W. H. Johnston, of the Royal Engineers. at Miss,,
on September 14th, under a heavy fire all day until 7
worked with his own hand two rafts bringing back wounded ant
returning with ammunition.
Bombardier E. (1. Harlock (now sergeant). 113th Battery.
Royal Field Artillery, received the award for conspicuoi,
gf Bantry on September 15th near Vendresse, when his battery
\Ca, in action under a heavy shell-fire.

Major C. A. L. YATE (deceased),
Capt. E K. BRADBURY (deceased),
King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry.
L Battery, Royal Horse Artillery.
At Le Cateau, on August 26th. when all other officers were killed Cr
wounded. and ammunition exhausted. Major Fate led his nineteen sin •
vivors in a charge in which he was severely wounded. He was picked up by
the enemy. and died as a prisoner. Captain Bradbury received the award
" For Valour " for gallantry and ability in organising the defence of L
Battery against heavy odds at Nery on September 1st.

Capt. DOUGLAS REYNOLDS,
Capt. H. S. RANKEN (deceased),
37th Battery, Royal Field Artillery.
Royal Army Medical Corps.
At Le ('ateau. on August 26th. Captain Reynolds took up two teams and
limbered up two guns tinder heavy tire, and though the enemy was ss ithin
PM yards. he got one gun away safely. Captain Ranken's award came 6.r
tending wounded in the trenches under rifle and shrapnel fire at Haut yes tieon September 11th, and on September 211th continuing to attend to
wounded after his thigh and leg had been shattered.

Capt. THEODORE WRIGHT (deceased)
Capt. F. 0. GRENFEjiL,
Royal Engineers.
9th Lancers.
Captain Wright at Mons, on August 23rd. attempted to connert up the
lead to demolish a bridge under heavy lire ; although wounded in the head,
he made a second attempt. At Vailly, on September 14th, he was mortally
wounded whilst assisting wounded men into shelter. Captain 6reniell
displayed gallantry in action at Andregnies, Belgium, on August 24th, and
assisted to save guns near Bonbon on the same day.

Lieut, MAURICE J. DEASE (deceased)
Lieut. J. H. S. DIMMER,
Royal Fusiliers.
King's Royal Rifles.
Though two or three times badly wounded. Lieutenant Dease continued
to control the fire of his machine-guns at Mons on August 23rd, until
all his men were shot. He died of his wounds. Lieutenant Dimmer served
his machine-gun during the attack on November 12th at Klein Zillebeke,
near Ypres. until,,he had been shot five times—three times by shrapnel and
twice by bullets, and contiimed at his post until his gun Was destroyed.

Sec.-Lieut. DAVID NELSON,
Lance-Corpl. C. A. JARVIS,
L Battery, Royal Horse Artillery.
57th Field Company, Royal Engineers.
Lieutenant Nelson helped to bring the guns into action under heavy fir.
at Nery, on September let. and. while severely wounded, remained with
them until all the ammunition was expended—although ordered to retire.
Lance-Corporal Jars is earned the coveted distinction for great gallantry at
Jemappes on August 23rd. in working for ninety minutes under heavy lire
in full view of the enemy, and in successfully demolishing ia bridge.

Corpl. C. E. GARFORTH,
Sec.-Lieut. G. T. DORRELL,
15th Hussars.
L Battery, Royal Horse Artillery.
Corporal C. E. Garforth, at Harmignies. on August 23rd, volunteered to
cut wire under fire. anti on September 3rd. tinder Maxim fire, he extricated
a sergeant whose horse had been shot, and, by opening fire, enabled the
-,irgeant to get away safely. Battery Sergeant-Major Dorrell won hi,
a tenancy and the Victoria Cross liy serving a gun alter all officers were
1..fied or wounded, in spite of a concentrated lire at Nery, on septemind 1st.

HOW THE BRITISH, IN FLANDERS, ROUTED THE PRUSSIAN

It was at the Battle of Ypres. Word was brought to the officer commanding that the enemy were advancing
lo attack, and the allied troops who were to repel them took up positions on the Plain of Zonnebeke. An
aeroplane with a searchlight was sent up to reconnoitre. It showed up a force of the Prussian Guard in an
unexpected direction—they had been informed that the British were prepared for them in the north, so they
had changed their plan and attacked from the south. The British force got the command, " Right about

GUARD WITH THE AID OF AN AEROPLANE SEARCHLIGHT.

turn ! " and fire was opened on the advancing Prussians thrown up by the searchlight. The close formation
of the Germans was an easy rifle target, and their loss was enormous. Then their ranks opened and their
machine-guns spoke. Then came the command from the British commander to charge across the plain. There
was a charge and a re-charge, and the Prussian Guards reeled under the cold steel, Broke, and fled. The rout
was complete, and what would have been a great battle in the old days was won.:

SHELL HAVOC AMONG ARTILLERY HORSES.—One of the saddest features of war is the slaughter of man's noblest
friend, the horse. The destruction of cavalry and artillery horses has been only less appalling than the human slaughter.
This photograph, recently taken at the front, shows a team killed by a German shell, which also accounted for the two drivers.

GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
and the men, in iba last grand mass assault, by something
• like sixteen to one.
How, between night attacks, dawn surprises, and the
unending bombardment, they found time to snatch in
shifts sleep enough to keep them alert and uncrazed, is a
marvel. A captured German officer said that his General
Staff was certain that this part of the British lines was
held by at least two army corps. Such would be the
garrison that any German commander would use to defend
eight miles of difficult ground. Less than a fourth of this
number held a great host at bay and saved Ypres from
being taken. Probably half the iz,000 were out of action—
killed, wounded, or sick—in the last fights. In the history
of no race is there a finer example of heroic endurance.
The names of the battalions composino- the Incomparable
Division are not known at the time ofb writing. But soon
they will ring through the world, and then echo clgown the
ages. Oh, the fight, the fight for nineteen nights and
nineteen days of the Twelve Thousand at Ypres ! By
the God of Battles, we do breed men !
The part played by fie
Indians and Territorials
Eyen our Territorial troops, young men pursuing a civil
career and learninr, soldiering in their spare time, helped
gallantly to makebYpres a name to thrill the blood of
those of our race who shall come atter us. South of the
town, by the village of Messines, was a beet-field rising to
a ridge. On the ridge, on the last day of October, 2,000
of our cavalry, dismounted, had held for days five miles
of country. -The Germans at last, by a strong attack,
drove them back to their Indian supports, and the next
day the London Scottish were sent up to help to defend the
second line of trenches. There were 20,000 Bavarians
attacking, but the Territorials fought like tigers, took
Messines with the bayonet, and with their aid and a
counter-attack on the German right made by a French
division, the situation was for the time saved.
The Kaiser was beside himself with disappointment.
A wireless message was tapped from him to the Duke of
Wiirtemburg, declaring that " Ypres must be taken by
November 1st, otherwise we must withdraw to the Rhine!'
Practically every German regiment of the line with a
warlike reputation was railed up and hurled at the semi-

circle of trenches at Ypres—the Brandenburg troops, the
Bavarian corps, the Saxons, even a dismounted Hungarian
cavalry corps, containing the flower of the Magyar nobility.
A subtler mode of attack was also tried. Multitudes of
half-trained, new recruits and men of the militia class,
were brigaded together and launched, in close-packed
storming parties, at our positions. On they came chanting
" Die Wacht am Rhein,'' badly led by new officers,
who did not know their work, but full of admirable courage.
Boys or oldish men many of them were, and the slaughter
of them was dreadful, pitiable. Our troops waited till
they approached to very close range, and brought them
down with almost point-blank magazine rifle fire—twenty
rounds a minute sometimes.
It seemed cruel of the German commander-in-chief to
emplby troops such as these against British soldiers. But
there was something of a plan in this apparently insane
waste of food for powder. On Wednesday, November
ith, when it was expected that our men were at least
somewhat worn out through night and daybreak attacks
by the numerous troops of poorish quality and masses of
regulars of the first line, the grand attempt was made to
pierce our front. Some 15,000 men of the Prussian Guard,
brought up on purpose to carry out the crowning effort to
capture Ypres, advanced against our First Army Corps
and its supports.
The Defeat of the
Vaunted Prussian Guard
The First Army Corps rested on the road running from
Ypres towards Menin, with a wood between it and the
town. The Prussian Guard was smitten by a frontal fire,
and taken on the flank by artillery, rifles, and Maxims.
In spite of heavy losses, they charged onward with their
traditional bravery, and broke through 'our line in three
places. Still onward they swept into the wood, and there
the British supports trapped them, according to the usual
custom in such cases. For our army makes a speciality
of having its first line broken, and then breaking the
breakers against the second defence. The Prussian Guards
were counter-attacked and swept with enfilading fire from
machine-guns. Most of the scattered bodies who penetrated
into the wood were either killed or captured. With the
failure of this great attack by the Guards Corps, the first
phase of the defence of Ypres was rounded off. Altogether,
it probably cost the Germans 100,000 men.

Red War among the White Snowfields:
" winter rcigneth o'er the land, freezing with
WHEN
its icy breath," the hardships of warfare are much

This British sentry is standing guard in the snow-covered
siding at a railway-station in a French port, and this old Frenchwoman is warming her numbed fingers at his portable fire.

aggravated in many respects. The trenches under frost are
free from mud and water, which is a compensating advantage
to some extent, but the cold is intense, and the reluctant
fingers arc chilled as they handle the stock and trigger of
the rifles. When the ground is hard as granite, the scooping
of new trenches is almost an impossible task. The work
is blasting, not digging ; and during the winter campaign
we may expect to see the fighting assume a somewhat
different aspect.
Seeing that new entrenchments arc not the comparatively
simple efforts of the summer and autumn, we may expect
existing trenches to be grimly held at much higher cost
of life than they would be if the digging of new trenches
were a simple matter. And we may also expect that
attempts at dislodgment from entrenched positions will be
not less determined. In fact, the successful dislodgment
of an enemy from a trench in winter is a much greater
reverse than in summer, and the effect may be far-reaching
upon the progress of operations.
On this and on the page opposite appear photographs
that will help us to realise what our fighting men are
going through under the conditions of winter warfare.

On the left two British sentries are guard ng a French railway-line, and on the right
some Belgian soldiers are seen as they leave their frost-bound trenches for food and rest.

The Chasseurs Alpines form a useful unit of the French Army trained for mountain work in the snow, and provided with snowshoes and alpenstocks. On the right, an example of the serviceable cloak and hood worn by some French officers in winter.

The Common Enemy—General Winter arrives
Belgium and Northern France
I Nthe
weather is rather more severe
than it is in Southern England, and
it is not subject to the same rapidly
fluctuating vicissitudes as it is with
us. The greater part of the long
battle-line from Nicuport to Switzerland is experiencing the rigours of
winter, and if it gives our soldiers
and those of our allies increased
hardship, we have what consolation
lies in the knowledge that it affects
the German enemy rather more, for
two reasons —he is in a hostile
country far from his Lase, and his
is a war of attack, with every day
precious, while ours is a war of
defence, with every day depleting
the enemy of life and resources far
more than it weakens us.
In the Russian area of hostilities
the winter weather will favour the
Russians, who are likely to find the
frostbound morasses of the iNlasuri an
Lakes region give them a firm foothold in an advance through Prussia.

A company of German soldiers in Belgium marching through a snow—covered village on
their way to relieve some of their comrades in the winter trenches.

On the flat plains of Flanders the snow lies deep, and the human moles who fight from their tunnels and trenches find protection
against the blasts of winter in these trenches. This photograph shows German sentries seeking one of their underground " dug—out "
trenches, where, free from direct exposure to weather and warmly clad, they contrive to be almost comfortable.

Within a German outpost defence in Belgium, where a heavy snowstorm has put the
sand—bag rampart under a mantle of white.

A Bavarian sentry in the Argonne, where a
carpet of snow covers many German norases.

GERMANS ROUTED BY OUR IRISH STALWARTS UNDER THE OLD GREEN FLAG.—
There are moments in the hard-pressed battle when the spirits flag and the arms weaken
under the continued physical strain. Then suddenly some incident takes place that
fires the blood, lights the eye, gives a new strength to the arm, and causes the renewal
of an effort that proves irresistible. Such an incident occurred when some Irish brigades
were being pressed by overwhelming masses of Germans constantlw renewed. There were

Irish Guards, Munsters, Leinsters, and Connaught Rangers in the battle, and it looked
as if defeat or retirement were unavoidable. Then suddenly the tall figure of an Irish guardsman rose from the firin9-line, waved the old flag of Ireland with enthusiastig ardour, and
shouted excitedly : " Erin go bragh." That was the match that set the ranks aflame. With
a cheer that astonished both themselves and the enemy,-they rushed at them with the bayonet,
bore through them, and there was a German rout in that part of the field.,

" To Calais ! " the Kaiser's Fevered Dream

These German soldiers on the beach at Ostend, looking longingly towards England, share
the Kaiser's fevered dream of " The Day," when they hope to set foot upon the soil of
Britain as conquering invaders i
On the,right, the smaller figure is General von
Daimling, who made his officers swear to die rather than fail to take Ypres from the British.

•
Photographed behind the German lines in the Battle of the Coast
—a screened German howitzer shelling the Allies' trenches.

This photograph, taken from a dead German officer at Ypres,
Shows a village street where German officers are about to dine.

A picture received from a German source, showing a company of the German telephone field force running a telephone wire
over an improvised footbridge near Nieuport during the course of the weeks'-long struggle for the road to Calais,

Interludes in the Fierce Contest of the West

Two Zouaves advancing cautiously across a field in the sternly—
contested district of Western Belgium during the fierce fighting
of the strenuous weeks.

A company of German soldiers captured at Dixmude being
taken to Nieuport under a guard of Moroccan troops.

Belgian cavalry exercising their horses among the sand—dunes
near Nieuport during a lull in the battle for the coast.

This picture looks oriental in its figures and its setting. The sand is not the send of the Sahara but the sea—coast of Belgium,
and the horsemen are Algerian soldiers of the French Army riding along by the shore when the tide is at ebb.
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The Struggle for the Coast by Fire and Flood

German Marines mounting guns on the sea—front at Ostend, a measure that was void of result, for, after the defences had been
finished, a few hours' bombardment by British naval guns silenced them effectually and shattered the positions.

A trench that was doggedly held by British soldiers in the beet— The outlook from the trench on the left, showing how the spaces
fields of East Flanders, whence its occupants kept a look—out
between the growing beets permit observation and rifle—fire, while
for German snipers, and did excellent execution upon them.
the occupants of the trench are screened from the enemy.

The flooded area at Ramscapelle, near the coast, showing how the fields were submerged by the inrushing tide which the Allies let
loose upon the attacking Germans, submerging their trenches, making them flee and leave their heavy artillery stuck in the mire.

an (ty t

Battle in the Churchyard of Arras

Arras was one of the most sternly—contested points of the great
battle—line, and was the scene of many sanguinary hand—to—hand
encounters. The French force on one occasion made a church—
yard the place of approach for a desperate attack upon German
trenches close by. Advancing in short rushes they made the

tombstones their defence against German fire, and finally they
advanced into the open and rushed to one of the most deadly
bayonet charges in the war. For fifteen minutes it was a death—
grapple in the trenches. Not one German fled—everyone was
bayoneted, and their main force was pushed back three kilometres.

The Cossack who Captured "the Kaiser"

The dreaded Cossack is a singularly unsophisticated person,
whose credulity is as unbounded as his personal daring. Shortly
after the news had been issued that the Kaiser was on the
Russian frontier commanding his army, a Cossack came in to
the Russian camp, driving before him a distressed Prussian

captain whom he had captured during the day's work. " I've
caught him !" he announced. " I knew him by his moustache."
And he produced from his coat an old picture-postcard showing
the Kaiser's face. A good motto for German officers is, therefore,
" Don't wear a' Wilhelm ',.moustache when fighting Coseacke•"
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With the Enemy in the Eastern Field of War
war on Germany's eastern
THEfrontier
progresses with more of

German encampment in East Prussia near the Russian frontier, whence the residents
are fleeing westwards in fear of the threatened Russian advance.

Russian prisoners, with their German guard, after they had been
captured in one of the great battles in Russian Poland.

advance and retreat than the war
in Belgium and North France. Grand
Duke Nicholas's successful tactics
resemble those of General Joffre
when he let himself be pushed back
to the walls of Paris.
Similarly, the Russian generalissimo
drew the armies of General von
Hindenburg into Poland away from
their standard-gauge railways right up
to the walls of Warsaw, then fell on
them with deadly effect, and drove
them out of Russian Poland. Then
the process seems to have been repeated with similar disastrous results
for the Kaiser's arms. Thus the war
of attrition goes on, and Germany is
bleeding to death, losing her manhood
by the million, and building up in the
ledger of the Allies a bill for repairs
that will take her generations to pay.

German Landwehr officer examining passports near the Russian
frontier to ensure that no Russian spies were allowed to pass.

A town in East Prussia that came in the way of Russian artillery during one of the battles against Hindenburg's army. Germany
has received a sample of the punishment she meted out to innocent Belgium, but without the atrocities committed in Flanders.

German Flight before the Russian Advance

The Russian advance through Poland into East Prussia gave Germany a slight taste of the experience to which the population of
Belgium has been subjected, although the Russians have committed none of the excesses of which the Germans were guilty. This
photograph shows a procession of refugees, with their hand baggage, as they fled from their homes in East Prussia.

Germans at refugee reception quarters. The young people are smiling,
but the old women look tragic to the point of tears.

Refugee children from East Prussia are sent by rail
and taken to special homes until their parents arrive.

a

Berlin is receiving daily more and more refugees, many of them arriving in
brakes, as seen here, and they are at once taken to quarters on the west side
of the city so as not to make the presence of refugees too obvious.

German refugee family who have left home with what
belongings each member was able to carry on the
pilgrimage westward, from the Russian menace.
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Life is "quite normal" in Berlin ?
often hear it urged from the
WE German
side that life in the

These British subjects in Berlin seem to be enjoying the joke of prospective internment in
one of Germany's numerous concentration camps, but perhaps their gaiety is assumed for
the benefit of German spectators, and does not reflect their real feelings.

The entrance to one of Berlin's internment camps which some Englishmen under
charge of some German guards are about to enter, to be released--- when ?

Hungry children in Berlin waiting outside one cf the depots
where food is distributed daily to those in need.

German capital is normal, but that
is only one of Germany's official
lies. Already economic pressure is
being felt, and it will be progressive, increasing as winter
lengthens, and as the war drains
the accumulated reserves. German
bread now contains twenty-flee per
cent. of potatoes ; petrol is sold only
by Government for approN cd purposes ; it is illegal to buy or sell
rubber tyres; spent ammunition is
collected for re-charging ; and the
uniforms of the dead are being sent
back to Germany to be repaired
for the use of new recruits. There
is abundance of evidence that
conditions in Germany are very far
from normal; and economic pressure
will be not the least effective of the
Allies that will eventually achieve
victory over Prussian militarism.

Wounded German soldier with two iron crosses
being wheeled in Berlin by a wounded comrade.

In winter oil fuel is a necessity of the German poor. The sale
is regulated, and these people are waiting for their supply.

Ill-spent Industry of the Ingenious Germans

War sees feats of rapid engineering that would evoke a choruS
of praise were they not overshadowed by the more dramatic feats
of arms. Here a host of Germans are clearing a railway tunnel
blown in by the Belgians during the early days of the war.

German engineers beginning to repair telegraph and telephone cables left, as shown, when the Charleville Bridge was blown up.
The small inset picture shows Germans re—erecting an iron bridge in France which they had themselves destroyed.

Turkish Artillery Company wiped out by Irresistible Cossack Charge

Fierce fighting is going forward in Armenia, and the badly-equipped, seldom-paid soldiery
of Turkey, even under German officers, cannot be expected to make headway against the
Tsar's armies, which were straining at the leash before the Turks began war, eager to strike

at the traditional enemy and wipe off many old scores. One of our war artists here shows
an episode in Armenia, when a Cossack squadron charged up a hill upon Turkish artillery,
and not a single Turk in the defending party was left alive after the onslaught.
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Promise of War on Battlefields of the Holy. Land
NOT since the days of Saladin and
the Crusaders has there been
warfare in the sacred fields of the
Holy Land. But now Turkey has
taken the plunge into the great world
war, and has given the nations of
progress the chance to settle the longunsolved Near Eastern problem.
Events in the Eastern Levant
have not yet reached the highest
point of active warfare, but that
stage approaches. The Italian Consul
in Jaffa asked his Government to
send protection for the subjects of
the entente Powers, and the Italian
Government despatched warships,
which may be only the first move
that will involve Italy in the war.

Scene during the mobilisation of the Turkish Army. The photo—
graph was taken at Jerusalem by a member of the American
Colony there.

Concentration of Turkish troops at Jerusalem preparatory to
the invasion of Egypt to attack the British occupation there.
•

The Italian warship Vittorio Emanuele, which has become of
topical interest in view of the departure of Italian ships to Jaffa.

British territorials on foreign service—part of B Company of the 6th Battalion of the Manchester Regiment at Mustapha,
Egypt, where they are ready for operations against the Turks expected to invade Egypt from Palestine.

The Hero Airmen of the Friedrichshafen Raid
feat of aerial daring was the wen!:
T IFFof`record"
three Englishmen—Squadron-Commander
Briggs, of the Royal Naval Air Service, High:Commander J. 6T. Babington, and Flight-Lieutenant
S. V. Sippe—who, on November 23rd, penetrated
one hundred and twenty miles into German territory,
across mountainous country in difficult weather
conditions, and made a bomb attack on the Zeppelin
workshops at -Friedrichshafen, on Lake Constance.
These workshops arc a source of great pride to
the German nation, because they were erected by
national subscription to enable Count Zeppelin
to pursue his work in airship construction when
disaster seemed to be pursuing his efforts with
disheartening persistency. _
The Germans had been informed by telegraph
of the approaching airmen and bombarded them
with guns, machine-guns and rifles. but, notwithstanding this, they flew down to striking distance
and launched their deadly
Squadron-Commander Briggs was a victim of
this German fire. His petrol tank was pierced,
and he was thus forced to volplane down to earth,
but as he passed over the objective building he
continued to drop bombs. He was wounded. but
not seriously, and captured on landing. Hi, two
companion adventurers succeeded in flying back
to their base, and asserted positively that they
achieved their purpose—the destruction of the Zeppelin and the
Zeppelin shed. Officially, the
Germans denied that this result
attended the raid, but non-officially
the British claim was confirmed.
At the request of General Jo fire
all three airmen were awarded the
Cross of the Legion of Honour.

The sort of country over which the
three airmen had Ito fly to reach
Friedrichshafen. The circular portrait is of Squadron-Commander
E. F. Briggs, who was
captured by the Germans.

The great Zeppelin sheds and workshops at Friedrichshafen, where two
Zeppelins can be housed under one roof. The Zeppelin is about to come to
earth, and a small army of workmen is rushed to the point of expected
landing to assist in anchoring the aerial leviathan.

A nearer view of the great hangar at Friedrichshafen, showing one of the
Zeppelins stabled under the roof attacked by the bombs of the British
aircraft. This shed and workshops were the gift of the Geramn nation to
Count Zeppelin, the money being raised by popular subscription.

The lower 'portrait is Flight-Lieutenant Singe,
one of the daring trio who raided Friedrichshafen,
and the upper is Flight-Commander Babington.

Temporary Zeppelin shelter made of portable uprights,
and covered with a fabric covering. The Germans propose to erect some of these in Belgium to threaten the
English coast in the air raid that is one of their pet projects.

With the French Where Danger Lurks

A French machine-gun, or mitrailleuse, being carried into
action near Roye, where some of the stiffest fighting in the war
has taken place. A great advantage of this gun is its extreme
mobility, which enables its rapid fire to be directed quickly from

any desired point. The mitrailleuse form of machine-gun is not
a substitute for field artillery, against which it can never stand
unprotected, but as an auxiliary to infantry and cavalry, acting
independently in positions where rifle-fire is most efficacious.

This company of French infantry was photographed as it marched through the Forest of Argonne with rifles loaded and
bayonets fixed, thus to be prepared for any surprise attack from Germans concealed in the thickly-massed trees-

How THE WAR WAGES •
•

The Battle of Flanders : The Wintry Weather
THE wintry weather is beginning to affect the conduct
of the campaign all along the extended front in the
?western sphere. No part of the fighting area is more bleak
and desolate than the fen-lands of the Yser, between Nieuport
and Dixmude, or more exposed to the biting winds from
the North Sea and the Atlantic. Yet the British, French,
and Belgian soldiers are not at all unhappy, for the trenches
have been dug deep. The men live for the most part
below the surface, and have so banked themselves about
that wind and rain, sleet and snow have no great terrors
for them. Indeed, many of them have been fortunate
enough to secure oil-stoves with which to make their cave
dwellings more comfortable than ancient troglodite ever
was. Much of the good health of our men is due- to their
admirable food supply, brought always up to time by the
thorough organisation of our Army Service Corps. The
GermanS are in no such case, for prisoners complain bitterly
of their condition and lack of food. On the NieuportDixmude line the Germans have made repeated attempts
to break the
formation, but in vain, and their
artillery has been outranged. Two of their heavy guns
were discovered in a dungheap of a farmyard, formerly
occupied by German sympathisers, and taken possession
of by the Allies.
operations in the beginning of the third week of
THENovember
mainly consisted of bombardments between
the contending forces. Two exceptions may be made.
On Tuesday, November i7th, near Bixschoote, in the Yser
sphere, the French Zouaves, by a bayonet charge, carried
in the most gallant manner a wood which had been in
dispute between our Allies and the Germans during three
days of indecisive fighting. South of Ypres, that part of
the front which defends the straight road to Boulogne and
Calais, had been specially appropriated to the British forces.
Our 3rd Division, on November i 7th,was subjected to a heavy
attack by the enemy's artillery and then by the infantry.
The brunt of both fell upon two battalions of the division.
These were shelled out of their trenches, but after a brilliant
counter-attack, which droYe the enemy back in disorder
for five hundred yards, our boys recovered their position.
A brigade of the 2nd Division was also made the subject
of - a fierce attack, but the enemy was repulsed with heavy
losses. Of one detatchment of the enemy which were made
prisoners, all that remained of a battalion of i,000 men were
one hundred and twenty-five.

A

SPECIAL order was issued by Sir John French to
the 2nd British Army Corps, in which he said that he
had " watched with the deepest admiration and solicitude
the splended stand made by the soldiers of H.M. the King
in their successful efforts to maintain their forward positions,
- which they had won by their gallantry and steadfastness.
He believed that no other Army in the world would show
Such tenacity, especially under the tremendous artillery
fire directed against it. Their courage and endurance are
beyond all praise. - It is an honour to belong to such an
Army."
along the rest of the line from Arras to Verdun,
ALLincluding
Rheims, which again had been subject to
bombardment, there was only a ceaseless cannonade, but
no change. The line of retreat for the Germans in NorthEast Belgium is reported to be mined ; and grim details are
given of the condition of the German wounded sent back
to the Fatherland in overcrowded cattle trucks from which
blood was seen to be oozing.
On the sea-front at Middeikerke, the Germans noticed
that the British monitor squadron off-shore seemed to spare
a section of houses in which, accordingly, they took shelter
during the very inclement weather. This came to be known
to the naval commander, and five of his vessels suddenly
opened fire upon these cosy nests, and battered them to pieces.
One thousand seven hundred dead Germans were extracted
from the ruins by British stretcher parties. Nearly all the
recent German infantry attacks have been made in the night
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time from the coast down to the south of Ypres. The
effect at Nieuport was so confusing on more than one
occasion, according to Belgian reports, that Belgians
captured Belgians in the dark, and Germans captured
Germans. The Anglo-French squadron off the Belgian
coast on November 2 3rd, bombarded and completely wrecked
the harbour works of Zeebrugge, east of Ostend, which bad
been made a German naval base, and to which parts of
submarines and destroyers had been conveyed overland.
Armoured Trains in Action
N the fighting in Flanders, the military forces of England.
France, and Belgium have had invaluable assistance from
armoured trains, commanded by capable British naval
officers, and manned by expert British naval gunners
and Belgian riflemen. These trains were reads at any
moment to answer the call of the military authoritier
Their mobility is, however,' limited to the rails, although
over and over again they have come within range of German
positions, and delivered enfilading shell fire upon the enemy
with telling effect. In one week, again, their guns brought
down five captive balloons, which the enemy had employed
for observation purposes. A plea has been entered for
the motor-bicycle, armed with a light, quick-f ring gun.
This machine is able to go on by-roads, even where these
have been rendered muddy and sloppy by rain and snow.
The Grand Battle of Poland
HE great effort made by General von Hindenburg, the
most capable and scientific of the German generals,
in West Poland, and by the Crown Prince, who was a failure
on the Argonne, has practically collapsed. After their victory
at Kutno, on November i7th, the Germans advanced
nearly thirty miles to the line Lowicz, which brought
them within forty miles of Warsaw, but there they met
with a check. Rennenkampf was pressing his advantage
against his German enemies in East Prussia ; Brussiloff
was driving in the Austrian defensive of Cracow. The
Grand Duke Nicholas, having these two wings perfectly
safe, devoted his whole attention to the centre, with the
assistance of General Russkv, and with reinforcements
which kept pouring in from Russia an impetuous attack
was made on Hindenburg's centre.

T

German main army was obliged to retreat to within
T HEthirty-five
miles of tlae German Silesian frontier.
The fiercest fighting took place around the manufacturing
town of Lodz, near which two German corps were practically
surrounded at Brezin - and Tushin, and one of them surrendered. No fewer than forty-eight trains were sent from
Russia for the conveyance thither of the German prisoners
taken by the Grand Duke. The Crown Prince's army was
in retreat on the 25th, abandoning even its accoutrements.
discontent amongst the Austrians about being
T HEmade
the tool of the Germans has spread to the.
Bavarians, who complain that they had been continuously
sacrificed for the sake of select Prussian corps by being
put in front of the firing-line. -Of the soo,000 Bavarians
who took their place in the battle-line at the beginning of
the war, Bavarian officers who have been made prisoners
declare that on November loth only iro,000 survived.
is reported that Russian regiments have arrived in
I T Serbia,
only sixty miles from the Austrian
and
frontier. This would seem to indicate a Russian invasion
of Austria-Hungary across the Carpathians in still greater
strength since the passes were seized, and a descent made
into the great Hungarian plain by the Russian advanced
corps,
The Warfare at -Sea
THE full story of the naval battle in the Pacific, off the
Chilian coast, has now been obtained by the arrival
of H.M.S. Glasgow at Rio de Janeiro, where she was
permitted by the Brazilian Government to remain for seven
(Co;aiawel oa page .1.53.)
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Fallen in Freedom's Cause

Brig.-Gen. N. R. McMAHON
D.S.O.

Major E. CRAWLEY,
12th Lancers.

Major W. L. LAWRENCE,
South Wales Borderers.

Capt. C. F. HAWLEY,
King's Royal Rifles.

Capt. J. F. VALLENTIN,
let South Staffs Regt.

Capt. W. J. CORCORAN,
Middlesex Regt.

Captain P, G. Barrett, Royal
Munster Fusiliers.

Capt. E. E. COVENTRY,
East Lancs Regt.

Major J. H. ST. A. WAKE,
8th Gurkha Rifles.

Capt. R. W HARLAND,
Hampshire Regt.

Brigadier-General N. R. McMahon, D.S O.. formerly Lieut.-Colonel commanding the
4th Battalion Royal Fusiliers (the City of London Regiment) served in the Burmese
Expedition of 1886-87, and in South Africa.
Captain Philip Godfrey Barrett entered the Royal Munster Fusiliers from the
Militia in 1900, when he was serving in South Africa, Major Hugh St. Aubyn Wake,
M.V.O., a son of Admiral Charles Wake, was formerly in the Northumberland Fusiliers,
but was transferred to the Indian Staff Corps in 1895, and was appointed to the
8th Gurkha Rifles in 1902. Major William Lyttleton Lawrence, of the South Wales
Borderers, had seen service in India, Gibraltar, Egypt, and South Africa.
Captain Beauchamp Henry Selby. of the Northumberland Fusiliers, saw active service
on the North-West Frontier of India, and Captain John Franks Vallentin was formerly
in the Royal Garrison Artillery, and joined the South Staffordshires in 1905.
Captain John Alexander Halliday, 11th Hussars, was well known in the hunting field,
and also as an all-round sportsman and athlete. He was educated at Harrow
and Cambridge, and joined the 11th Hussars in 1898, and after serving in India
and South Africa, was adjutant to the Leicestershire Yeomanry for three years.
Capt. Robert Neal King, of the Lincolm, took part in the Nile Expedition, and in
the South African War.

Capt. B. 0. DUFF,
1st Gurkhas.

Capt. R. N. KING,
Lincolnshire Regt.

Lieut. P. S. HODGSON,
Royal Garrison Artillery.

Capt. B. H. SELBY,
Northumberland Fusiliers.

Capt. J. A. HALLIDAY,
11th Hussars.

Lieut.-Col. H. L. ANDERSON,
9th Bhopal Infantry.

Lieut. M. G. STOCKS,
Lieut. R. P. D. NOLAN,
Lieut. A. S. BANNING,
Lt.-Col. E. B. COOK, M.V.O.,
Lieut. G. PAUL,
Grenadier Guards.
The Black Watch.
Royal Munster Fusiliers.
1st Life Guards.
2nd Dragoon Guards.
Ph,tegraphs by Lafayette, Lambert Weston, Elliott
Fry, Russell ,1 ,tons, ( , aine, .qpeeyl,f ; Famlyk, Gate A Polden, Heath, II. Walter Barnett.
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HOW THE WAR WAGES
days to execute repairs of the injuries caused in the action.
It appears that Admiral Cradock ordered the Glasgow and
Otranto auxiliary cruiser not to engage in the action,
owing to their great inferiority in armament to the German
squadron. The commander of the Glasgow evidently,
like Nelson, turned his blind eye to the signal, for he did
engage the enemy to some purpose, and eventually escaped
to prevent capture. The magazine of the Good Hope blew
up soon after the opening of the engagement, and she, with
the Monmouth, went down with all hands. The Canopus,
which could only steam sixteen knots, was on that account
unable to come up and participate in the fight.
THE naval battle between the Russian Black Sea Squadron
and the elusive Goeben and Breslau, manned as
Turkish ships by German officers and crews, had a very
different termination. The Russian squadron, under
Admiral EverhardE cruising along the Crimean coast,
caught sight through a fog of the outline of the enemy
cruisers, which had evidently risked coming there to
bombard Yalta. Chase was given, and the Goeben
was raked at short range by the Russian flagship, the
Evstafii, which crippled her big guns. The Goeben, last
seen through the fog, was on fire, like the Good Hope in the
Pacific, and has not since been heard of.

A

THRILLING story comes from the Admiralty of the
daring escape of the Pacific Steam Navigation
Company's vessel the Ortega (Captain Kinneir) from a
German cruiser off the extreme South American coast.
The Ortega had among her passengers three hundred
French reservists, homeward bound at the call of duty.
When the captain observed the German cruiser, which had
a speed of twenty-one knots, as against the Ortega's
fourteen, he called for volunteers to go into the stokehold
to fire up. With some risk to the boilers, they brought
the speed up to eighteen • knots, until the western
end of the Straits of Magellan ,was reached. Then Captain
Kinneir boldly felt his way through a dangerous and
uncharted passage in the straits, into which the cruiser,
with her deeper draught, could not venture, and so saved
his vessel with its cargo and the French reservists.
*
•
N the night of Noveniber 22nd the Danish United
'Steamship Company's steamer
Anglo-Dane collided off the
Swedish coast with. a German
destroyer, which was steaming
full speed without lights. The
destroyer_ was cut in two, and
sank almost immediately, but
most of her crew were rescued by
two other German destroyers.
A German submarine was, on
November 23rd, rammed by a
British patrollina vessel off the
North Coast of °Scotland. Only
one of the crew was killed ; the
rest were rescued by the British
destroyer Garry.

n

H.M.S. Bulwark, a 15-year-old battleship of 15,000 tons,
and a sister-ship of the Venerable that did such good work in
shelling the German positions near Ostend during the Battle of
the Coast, blew up in Sheerness Harbour on the morning of
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A Great Aviation Feat
AN aviation feat of remarkable daring and skill was
carried out on November 21st by three aeroplanes,
under the command of Squadron-Commander E. F.
Briggs, of the Royal Naval Air Service, the pilots being
Flight-Commander J. T. Babington and Flight-Lieutenant
S. V. Sippe. They left French territory, flew 25o miles,
1.5o of which were over German territory, to Friedrichshafen,
on the Lake of Constance, where is the largest German
Zeppelin airship factory. All three British aviators came
down to close range under a heavy enemy fire, launched
their bombs on the factory, and did serious damage.
Commander Briggs was wounded on the head, and his
engine was damaged, so that perforce he came to the
ground and was taken prisoner. The other two pilots
escaped and reached French territory safely. The Legion of
Honour has Leen conferred on all three airmen.
Turkish Repulses
USSIAN troops have repulsed Turkish attacks in
Asia Minor, Armenia, and the Persian .Gulf. The
invasion of Egypt by a Turkish Camel Corps by way of
Bir-el-hurs and Katia, east of Alexandria, on the
Mediterranean coast, has been beaten off by our own
Bikanir Camel Corps and the coastguard.

R

*
Portugal Joins in the Fray
PORTUGAL has now formally joined actively with
the Triple Entente. At an eXtraordinary sitting
of the Congress in Lisbon on November 23rd, Senor
Machade, the Portuguese Premier, declared, amid cheers,
that " true patriotism would be - imperilled if the alliance
with Great Britain were not cemented with blood, if
necessary." He had entered into an agreement with the
British Government to render, besides other services,
military - aid. The Executive was empowered to take whatever military measures were necessary in conjunction
with Great Britain.
*
*
*
In Africa
.
A N expedition of a battalion and a half from British
1--i East Africa made a raid in the third week of November,
by sea and land, on German East Africa, but were outnumbered, and after
suffering a loss of 795
officers and men, the
remnant had to fall back.
Seven hundred rebels
took up a position at
Hammanskraal, twentyeight miles north of
Pretoria, in the Orange
Free State. They were
attacked on November
gist by a force of three
hundred Government
troops, who, after severe
fighting, were compelled
to go back with loss.
.. . .

November 26th. The cause was reported to be accidental, and
not the work of an enemy. Of the complement of between 700
and 800, only fourteen were saved, and some of these were
terribly wounded.
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DRAWING THE ENEMY'S FIRE.—At one point during the
fighting in Lorraine the rival lines were very close.
Anxious
to ascertain the German strength and the position of their
trenches, a French colonel sent out a sergeant and three men
purposely to draw their fire. The little party reached a farm—

rr
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house, and began firing from its red—tiled roof at some suspected
woods. A furious volley was the answer, plainly telling the watch—
ing colonel what he wished to know. German artillery was then
directed upon the farmhouse, and only the sergeant reached the
French lines alive. He was promoted for his gallantry.

LIFTING THE CURTAIN ON THE WAR
General French's Historic Despatch
Sir John French's despatch of November 20th is an historical document in the full sense of the
word. It lifted the curtain for the first time since the war opened, and, as we read it, we were permitted
to know what regiments had maintained the glorious traditions of British arms at the high points of
heroism that quite equalled Agincourt, Quebec, Plessey, and Waterloo. The sentences of the despatch
plow with the eloquence of brave deeds of unmatched gallantry, and its publication on November 30th
did more to carry conviction to the minds of the British public as to the ultimate certain triumph of
the arms of the Allies than any event since the fateful August 4th. The importance of the despatch
justifies our inclusion of the following summary.

no fewer than four hundred casualties, one hundred and
N November 29th Lord Kitchener authorised the
thirty of them, including their commanding officer, Major
publication of the latest despatch received from
Roper, being killed ; yet they held their own. The Lincolns
Field-Marshal Sir John French, commanding the
and Royal Fusiliers carried the village of Herlies at the
British forces in the field. The despatch, dated November
point of the bayonet long after dark, when the Germans had
loth, covers the operations of the British forces in the
the superiority of two to one in numbers.
region of Ypres and Armentieres during October and part
of November. It really constitutes a thrilling story of
Regiments that Won Glory
the magnificent defence against the most determined
and Deserve Hcnour
German effort, under the inspiration of the, Kaiser himself,
The Royal Irish Regiment stormed and carried the
to obtain possession of the coast of Belgium and Northvillage of Le Filly, which they held and entrenched. A
West France, so that the enemy might spend, as he vainly
violent attack against the 7th Brigade was repulsed with
boasted he would, the approaching winter on the shores
tremendous losses to the enemy by the Wiltshires and the
of the English Channel with Calais as headquarters.
Royal West Kents. A determined attack on the 18th.
" Early in October," Sir John began by saying, " a
Infantry Brigade drove the Gordon Highlanders out of
study of the general situation strongly impressed me with
their trenches, which were, however, retaken brilliantly by
the necessity of bringing the greatest possible force to
the Middlesex Regiment.
bear in support of the northern flank of the Allies, in
While the and Corps was being thus heavily pressed,
order effectively to outflank the enemy and compel him
and the 3rd Corps, under General Pulteney, on Sir H. Smithto evacuate his position. At the same time the position
Dorrien's right was barely holding its own, the 1st Army
on the Aisne was such as to warrant the withdrawal of the
Corps, under Sir Douglas Haig, came up from the Aisne.
British force there for transference to the Allies' northern
Sir Henry Rawlinson's army, consisting of the 3rd Cavalry
flank." General Joffre fully agreed with these views, and
Division add the 7th Infantry Division, which had been
this delicate operation was successfully accomplished
operating in the neighbourhood of Ghent, covering the
between October 3rd and r9th, " with the cordial and most
retirement of the Belgian army from Antwerp, was
effective co-operation of the French General Staff."
ant by by the Secretary for War to form the left column
in the eastward advance. Then ensued the great fight for
The New Poiit:ons of
the road to Calais. Sir Douglas Haig held the line before
tae British Forces
Ypres against terrific odds until General Joffre was able
After detailing the exact disposition of the different
to bring up masses of French troops in aid, and there can
corps and div,sions of the British force in Northern France
he no manner of doubt that he thereby saved Calais and
and Flanders and of the French troops north of Noyon,
the Channel ports. " All the enemy's desperate attempts
which had been jointly arranged between the Field-Marshal
to break through our line," says Sir John French, " were
and General Foch, then in chief command of that section
frustrated, and that was entirely due to the marvellous
of the French left flank, the despatch points out that the
fighting power and the indomitable courage and tenacity
new line taken up by the British force extended from
of officers, non-commissioned officers, and men. No more
Bethune through La Bassee, Armentieres, and Hazebrouck,
arduous task has ever been assigned to British soldiers ;
actors the Belgian frontier to a point north of Ypres. It
and in all their splendid history there is no instance of their
was an attempt to get astride the La Bassee-Lille road
having answered so magnificently to the desperate calls
in the neighbourhood of Furnes, so as to threaten the
which of necessity were made upon them."
right flank and rear of the enemy and capture by assault
The Field-Marshal
his strongly entrenched
proceeds to narrate,
position on the high
sometimes in picground south of La
turesque, always in
Bassee, that General Sir
glowing sentences,
H. Smith-Dorrien, with
details of the operathe 2nd British Corps,
tions in the different
came into contact
portions of the long
with the enemy.
line of this great battle,
That position, however,
making particular menadmits Sir John French,
tion of the services of
" throughout the battle
the Queen's Regiment,
defied all attempts to
the Northamptons, the
capture either by the
Cameron Highlanders,
French or the British."
and the King's Royal
A special feature of
the
Rifles. Perhaps
the despatch is the
most important and
Field-Marshal's descripdecisive attacks at this
tion of a few of the more
period were on October
valiant deeds of par3oth and 3Ist, when the
ticular regiments during
trenches at Gheluvelt
these eventful operawere taken, but only
tions, the reading of
held briefly and " rewhich ought to promote
taken with the bayonet,
recruiting in the areas
the 2nd Worcestershire
of the Territorial regiMECHANICAL WORKSHOP ON WHEELS AT THE FRONT
Regiment being to the
ments. The " fine fightThis is a travelling workshop for use, in motor—car and aeroplane repair
fore in this, supported
work at the front. Mobile workshops like this are playing an important
ing of the Dorsets is
role in renewing the efficiency of injured motor—cars and aircraft. Each has
by the 42nd Brigade,
referred to. On one day
its own electric—light plant, and is equipped with a turning—lathe, drilling
Royal Field Artillery.
machine, grinder, electric drill, forge, anvil, and other fixed and hand fools.
that regiment suffered
351.)
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MR. A. F. WILDING, a New Zealander,
who was world tennis champion for four f
years, and who was made a lieutenant.

CORPL. A. J. StmosTow, a well-known
motor-cyclist, who won commendation
in General French's l despatch for
valuable services as a despatch-bearer. ...,.. It
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LT. THE HON. II. R. L. ALEXNN DELL,
of the Irish Guards, made a Cheyaher of the Legion of Honour.

QC kRT .I23IASTE R - SERGT. KERR,
who was specially mentioned in
Sir John French's despatch.

= MAJOR G. T. H. BRIDGES. of the 4th. Dragoon
Guards, made a lieutenant-colonel, decorated
with the Cross of the Legion of Honour.

:—. CAPTAIN .1A3FE.S MOEN TIRE,
R.A.M.C., has been decorated
with the Cross of the Legion of
Honour,and was also mentioned
; in General French's despatches.

,...... .........
LIEUT. G. E. B. Douns. of the Royal Emiineers,
awarded the Cross of the Legion of Honour
for distinguished service at the front.

LIEUT. DAWES, of the Royal ...I.
Flying Corps, decorated with
the Cross of the Legion of
Honour for brilliant service A
as an airman.
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The horses must be kept fit and well shod. This photograph of a British Army smith and his mate forging horseshoes was
taken by the roadside in France.

conduct, or my sense of- the incalculable services they
rendered. I venture to predict that their deeds during
" I regard it as the most critical moment in the whole
these days of stress and trial will furnish some of the
of this great battle. The rally of the 1st Division and
most brilliant chapters in the military history of our time."
the recapture of Gheluvelt at such a time was fraught
with tremendous consequences. If any one unit can be Highest Hopes as to Value
•
singled out for especial praise it is the Worcesters. The of Territorials
staunchness of the King's Own Regiment and the LancaSir John states that, during the period covered by his
- portion of despatch, Territorial troops had been used for the first
shire Fusiliers was most commendable
the trenches of the Middlesex Regiment was gained by time. The units actually engaged were—The Northumthe enemy and held by him for some hours till recaptured berland, Northamptonshire, North Somerset, Leicestershire,
with assistance from the Argyll and Sutherland High- and Oxfordshire Regiments of Yeomanry Cavalry ; and
landers. The enemy in the trenches were all bayoneted the London Scottish, Hertfordshire, Hon. Artillery Comor captured." In the later operations " the - excellent pany, and the Queen's Westminster Battalions of Territorial
behaviour of the East Lancashire Regiment, the Hamp- infantry. " The conduct and bearing of these units under
shires, and the SomersetShire Light Infantry " is noted. fire, and the efficient manner in which they carried out
Sir John goes on to refer to the Indian divisions, stating the various duties assigned to them, have imbued me
that " since their arrival in France, and their occupation with the highest hope as to the value and help of Territorial
of the line allotted to them, I have been much impressed troops generally." Special mention is made in the ,closing
by the initiative and resource displayed by the Indian passages of the despatch of the work of the Flying Corps,
troops. Some of the ruses they have employed to deceive Cyclists, and Signallers, the Royal Engineers, and of the
the enemy have been attended with the best results, - and superiority of the Royal Artillery over that of the enemy.
have, doubtless, kept superior forces in front of them - The concluding paragraph rims : " Our enemies elected
at bay." Among the Indian troops specially mentioned at the commencement of the war to throw the weight . of .
are the Ferozepore Brigade, the Secunderabad Cavalry their forces against the armies in the west, and to detach
Brigade, the Jodhpur Lancers, the 2nd and -8th Gurkha only a comparatively weak force, composed of very few
Rifles, and the Corps of Indian Sappers and Miners.
firs-Oline troops, and several corps Of the se,cond and third
lines, to stem the Russian advance till the western forces could
The Prussian Guard " by the Emperor's
be completely defeated and overwhelmed. Their strength
Special Commands "
- On November loth " a division of the Prussian Guard. enabled them from the outset to throw greatly superior
was moved up with great speed and secrecy to the town forces against us in the west. This precluded the possibility
of Ypres," having received - the Emperor's special com- of our taking a vigorous offensive, except when the miscalmands to break through and succeed wherb their comrades culations and mistakes made by their commanders opened
of the line had failed. They took a leading part in the . up special opportunities for a successful attack and pursuit"The value of the role fulfilled by,4he allied forces in
vigorous attacks made against the centre on the nth
and 12th, but, like their comrades, were repulsed with the west lies in the fact that when the eastern provinces
enormous loss. Throughout this trying period Sir Douglas are in imminent danger of being overrun by the armies of
Haig, ably assisted by his divisional and brigade Com- Russia, nearly the whole of the active army of Germany is.
manders, held the line with - marvellous tenacity and tied down to trenches extending fromVerdun to Nieuport (a
distance of 260 miles), where they are held, much reduced.
undaunted courage." The Field-Marshal continues::" Weals fail me to express the admiration I feel for their in numbers and Morale, by successful action of our troops.

GEN. FRENCH'S HISTORIC DESPATCH

German Cavalry Wiped Out to the Last Man

The official " Eye—Witness" at the front reported a sanguinary
encounter between an attacking force of German cavalry and
a French force defending the trenches attacked, resulting in the
German force being exterminated. Our war artist, in this sketch,
has given graphic expression to the incident. The prosaic

language of the official report stated : On November 4th some
of the enemy's cavalry at dusk charged a trench held by the
French. Every single horse was killed; but those riders who
were not hit continued the charge on foot, the last survivors
being slain on the very parapet of the trench."

'
Activities in the Graveyard of the Kaiser s Hopes
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Helping to checkmate the Kaiser's move on Calais. A British outpost in action
during the coast battle. The British Army has proved the stone wall against
the Kaiser's Calais ambitions. " No more arduous task has been assigned to
British soldiers," says Sir John French.

Belgian soldiers keeping the beaten track under difficulties. In
opening the dykes the Allies literally turned the tide on the
Germans. The unexpected inrush of water compelled the
enemy to abandon their trenches and some heavy artillery.

Well-concealed Belgians engaging the enemy.
The Allies have taught the Germans the value of
ambush and open fighting, and the latter are
gradually giving up the wastage of close formation.

Finding the range on an armoured-train. Our photograph shows some
Belgian and British gunners operating a gun which, by its facility of
movement, possesses an effective value immeasurably higher than
the German " surprise " guns, which are good only for sieges.

German attaches inspecting a line constructed for the transport of the 16-inch guns in Belgium. These monsters, deadly as they
are in some conditions, are very difficult of mobility, requiring either perfect roads or specially laid rail tracks.
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War's Wreck and Ruin alongthe Road to Calais
NIEUPORT, Ypres, Dixmude—these
names will live in history as the
points of contact between one of the
most determined attacks and one of
the most stubborn resistances in the
annals of war. Amid all the records
of these memorable days one great
feat stands out supreme—that the
Germans threw away human life with
a prodigal lavishness that has never
been known since civilised nations
challenged each other_ to combat by
arms. Every other consideration was
subordinate to success—the bloodiest
price was not too much in the eyes of
the German supreme command to
pay for Calais. And they have paid
the price—but they have not won
Calais. They are ready to make vet
another war-gambler's plunge in the
hope that by raising the stakes they
may yet achieve their objective. But
the resistance will be stronger than
ever—:-the other side can call up reinforcements, and, while the attacking
force is being bled to death, the
defending force is becoming stronger
in defence and more certain of victory.

Nuns whom the German guns have driven from the seclusion of their convent and their
circumscribed life of charity are being transported to safety out of the zone of fire, but
the only vehicle available was the market cart seen above.

The convent at Pervyse, near Dizmude, transformed into a battered shell by the
bombardment of opposing artillery during the Battle of the Coast. Pervyse came
between the contending armies during the most violent stage of the fighting.

The ruins of Ramscapelle. The windmill at the back, occupied
by a German machine—gun, was taken by a French Tunisian
regiment after hard fighting at the point of the bayonet.

Members of the French Red Cross attend—
ing a wounded soldier in the ruined
church of the town of Nieuport.

The battered Church of St. Nicholas standing up amid the ruins
of Pervyse, one of the most fiercely—contested points and ona
of the most sorely—battered !.awns in the coastal battle—front.

The War Illustratcd, 12th December, 1914,
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Behind the Fighting Front of our German Enemy

A group of German officers waiting behind their firing-line to know the result of one of the fierce infantry attacks that their
regiments are trying to press horns against the strongly-held trenches of the British Army in the disputed corner of Belgium.

This photograph shows a German infantry attack upon our lines
in process of development. These attacks are hot while they last,
but the resistance they encounter is still hotter, and they die away
without effective result because they cannot be sustained long

enough. The determined resistance opposed to these German
attacks inspired Sir John French to write of his men," Their deeds
during these days of stress and trial will furnish some of the
most brilliant chapters in the military history of our time."

During the Hottest Weeks in the Western War

On the left are some German dead in a field near Ramscapelle during the
Battle of the Coast, and on the right are two German outposts at Dixmuda
watching the movements of the attacking Allies.

A German officer having a hasty meal at a wayside
field kitchen in Belgium.

A German field gun being pushed into position. The protecting shield and
the hole through which the gun—layer sees the objective will be noticed.

A German field battery passing through one of the villages near
Dixmude during the recent fighting for the road to Calais.
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Ypres—the Kaiser's Supreme Endeavour

The Kaiser's hottest exhortation spurred
on his troops to the attack of Ypres
and to their own destruction. Here the
flames are seen wrapping the beautiful
Gothic tower of the Cloth Hall.

The desolation and destruction occa—
sioned by the bombardment of Ypres
during the Kaiser's vain and costly
attempt to overcome British resistance
and expel the resisters.

On the left is a picture of the ruins of the Hotel de Ville, now merely a heap of stones. It stood hard up against the western end of the
Cloth Hall, which became exposed when the Hotel de Ville was demorshed. On the right is the ruined tower of the Cloth Hall, and the
centre picture shows the tattered remains °fa famous painting destroyed in the ruin of the cathedral.

Seeking Shelter and Comfort for Winter War

Winter did not find the armies in the field unprepared for its rigour. Warmer clothing and more shelter from the elements are the
chief forms of preparation, and this is one of the hastily constructed but warm shelters made by
French troops in Northern France.

has enough discomforts of its own, and the man in the trenches or
WARbehind
the guns may well be spared the added discomfort of rigorous

eather if preventive measures can mitigate that discomfort. Attempts are
made to combat the inevitable discomfort of a winter campaign by three
means—improved shelter, warmer clothing, adaptation of food and drink to
the severe weather conditions. A fourth aid to comfort may be included—
tobacco in one or other of its forms, and in abundance for all who want it.
The appeal of the British War Office for blankets met with a gmerous
response, that will ensure warmth to our fighting men in their sleeping
quarters even if these are trenches. Two of the pictures on this page show
shelters in the field for a winter
war, !and other two show the
knitted headgear that means so
much for the comfort of the
men. The portrait below is not
a Russian or a Prussian, but a
British officer who has donned
a woollen cap for the winter,
and has not had a chance to
shave for a few days.
AN

German knitted helmets tor use in the war. On the left a
non—regulation head—cover worn by a British officer.

The severity of winter will be felt on both sides of the firing—line, and both sides have taken precautionary measures against
Generals Snow and Frost, This photograph, taken in the German lines near Verdun, shows shelters made for German Army horses,
who are housed in these specially constructed sheds covered with straw litter,

Hay Waggons Conceal Prussian Machine-Guns

The Germans have exacted a terrible revenge when civilians
have fired at them. But In East Prussia they have done exactly
what they consider so objectionable. The civil population near
the Russian frontier adopted many ruses to take the Russians
eta disadvantage, and an instance of this is shown in the picture.

It happened at Tilsit on a market day when the town was full of
peasants. Russian soldiers were buying hay when a number of
hay and straw carts halted in the square. The peasants hurried
round them, seized hidden rifles, and machine—guns hidden in the
straw were uncovered and began to play upon the Russians.
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Vivid Searchlight Precedes Violent Shrapnel

The dramatic incidents connected with the great battles in North
France number hundreds, perhaps thousands, and most of them
will never be recorded. This picture shows a particularly hot
corner near a broken steel bridge where a British party was
setting up a signal station. A battery of German searchlights

from the opposing hill swept the river bank in great beams of
dazzling brightness. They revealed the British force at work,
and told the enemy where to direct his fire In a few minutes tt.a
shells fell thick and fast, causing sad havoc among our ranks, 131.4
the purpose of our men was achieved and the station established
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Scenes from the Activity of our Japanese Allies

A train of the heavy siege-mortars used by the Japanese at the bombardment of Tsing-tau, the German stronghold in China, which
they besieged for nearly three months, and finally captured on November 7th.

Japanese field-guns being pushed into action during the final
operations that terminated in the capture of Tsing-tau, the
home of German culture in Asia.

Japanese artillery in action against the fortifications of the great
Chinese port upon which Germany spent many million pounds
in a few short years,

Japanese artillery being landed at the wharf of Tsing-tau after the fortress had been captured by the assault of Japanese soldiers acting
with the co-operation of a British contingent under the command of Brigadier-General Barnardiston.

Tht., War illustrated, 12t11 1,tc.ceta&cr, 1914,

—Taken at the actual Capture of Tsing-tau
capture of Tsing-tau, the
T HEcapital
of Kiao-chau, the German possession in China which had
been a beam in the eye of Japan
since the Kaiser took it in 1897, was
achieved on November 7th, when
the German dream of a centre in
the Far East, whence she could
disseminate her much-vaunted culture for the benefit of the nations
of Asia, vanished for ever.
The ships sunk in the harbour
during the bombardment were the
Kaiserin Elizabeth and the Cormoran, the former an Austrian
light cruiser and the latter a German ; four gunboats, namely; the
Juguar, Iltis, Luchs, and Tiger ; the
destroyer Taku and the mine-layer
Ruchin.
The photographs on these two
pages were the first to reach
England after the success of the
operations against the fortress and
the triumph of the allied arms.

Laoshan—wan Bay, in the harbour of Tsing—tau, showing the warships of Japan and
Britain and the landing of Japanese and British forces by means of boats after the
city and fort had been taken.

A number of Japanese soldiers enjoying a meal in their camp at
Tsing—tau during the last days of German occupancy.

Some of the British soldiers who co—operated with our Japanese
allies in their investment of Germany's outpost in the Far East.

Japanese infantry advancing through a rapid but shallow river du ring the operations against the German headquarters in China.

The Mountaineer Soldiers of our Balkan Allies

Women of Montenegro arriving at an advance post in their native
hills with provisions for the defenders of their country.

IT is a well-established ethnological fact that the
character of a people is influenced greatly by the
nature of the country which is its home. The Montenegrins, like the Highland Scots, Welsh, Cossacks,
and Abyssinians. are independent, brave, and restive
under any attempt at compulsion. They are devoted
to the rocky corner of the Balkan Peninsula, which, they
claim, is the oldest independent country in Europe.
It is only half the size of Wales, and they wrest from
its reluctant soil a meagre and hard livelihood, but
they are ready to defend its integrity to the last
man.
Montenegro's assistance cannot have a great effect
upon the main campaigns of the \var. She is too
small and ill-equipped for that. But in the individual
bravery of her soldiers she yields first place to no other
nation in Europe, and she is playing her part gallantly
in the great cause, keeping active many thousands of
the Austrian soldiers who would otherwise be free to
reinforce the Germanic army corps pressing on Serbia,
and to help in the defence against the weight of the
Russian advance upon the heart of the central empires.

Serbian soldiers guarding a railway line. On the left, two Montenegrin
soldiers are guarding an ammunition supply on the Austrian frontier.

A camp of the unconquered soldiers of Montenegro on the Austrian frontier, where the small but brave Army of King Nicholas
massed in support of their Serbian allies and defended their own mountain fastnesses against Germanic aggression.
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How a French Sergeant Saved a Town

When the Germans attacked the little town of Montreux Vieux
they got as far as the canal. But no farther. Before they reached
the movable bridge across it, a sergeant who was on guard in the
bridge—house close by rushed out under heavy fire and coolly
turned the handle of the wheel by which the bascule is raised and
lowered until the roadway of the bridge stood horizontal on the

town side of the canal. That gallant act, under circumstances
of peculiar danger, was practically the end of the assault. The
Germans did not care to attempt the erection of a temporary
bridge to enable them to make the crossing under tie heavy fire
directed by the French artillery, so they abandoned the attempt
and beat a hasty retreat.
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Shooting Down the "Torpedo Craft of the Air"

A German photograph showing a German anti—aircraft
gun company prepared for action against a hostile aero—
plane approaching in the distance.

A British Army biplane that collapsed and fell with its nose in the
earth in the position shown within the Allies' lines at Villebrek, near
Ypres, during the violent battle at that much—bombarded town.

A British field—gun, tilted at high—angle range, and firing at a
German Taube aeroplane over the Allies' lines in France.

German Taube that killed two women and a child before being
brought down by the gun of a British armoured motor—car.

An Austrian mitrailleuse, or machine—gun, specially mounted
for use against Russian air—scouts near Przemysl.

The German Taube, shown on the left, as food for a bonfire
after the engine had been removed by its British captors.
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The War-fired Imagination of Berlin

This flight of fancy is the work of a German artist, whose imagination does him credit. The picture represents what the Germans
think will happen " when we reach the coast of Kent." The credulous people of Germany like to be fed on such fancies, and if they
please them, they also amuse us—especially when we note that not one solitary Briton disputes the German landing.

Another Berlin fancy—nay, a pictorial lie—showing the supposed
progress of a German troop through a Belgian town, when
every window flashed fire from the rifles of franc—tireurs. The
object is to justify murder and arson by the Germans in Belgium.

The Germans hug the dream of an airship invasion of the land
of their deepest hate—England—and in this picture, published
in Berlin, a German artist shows the advance guard of the Zep—
pelin fleet over London, dropping deadly bombs on the city below.

Blue Gros Workers Tending Wounded Horses

A British cavalry scout, showing the care taken of his
horse, which, although slightly wounded, is bandaged
and looked after as well as if he were a human comrade.

The first field contingent sent to the front by the promoters of the
Blue Cross movement, which has founded ten horse hospitals, all
supported by the voluntary contributions of lovers of animals.

British solicitude for Army horses is the admiration of our allies.
Here an Army veterinary surgeon is sewing up a slight wound.

Borne members of the Blue Cross Corps busy in their work of
humanity tending the horses which serve our soldiers so well.

The Canadian
Army Veterinary Corps, which numbers 230 men,. was recruited in Canada, all its members being thoroughly
familiar
with the
management and care of horses. They constitute a fighting
but their principal duty will be to try to save the
lives of as many of the horses as possible after an engagement, when there isunit,
often a useless and expensive waste of horse
life.
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Manly Courage rewarded by Womanly Devotion

Well on the way to recovery, thanks to the care of the nurses. Injured
soldiers at the Prince of Wales's Hospital, Tottenham, enjoying a peaceful
interlude prior to returning to the fighting—line.

The tender side of war. A fair French nurse helps a
wounded Algerian soldier to the indispensable
cigarette. The smoke of the guns has not affected
his partiality for the smoke of the weed.

Two leaders of Parisian society who are daily assisting in the removal
of the wounded from the Gare du Nord to the Paris hospitals.

Lady Lethbridge (with Red Cross) is rendering valuable assistance to the
wounded at Calais. Above she is seen attending to a badly injured
Belgian at the Hospital Sophie Berthelot.

Not too heavy if you are fired with pity for those who
are suffering in the cause of liberty. Two nurses
supporting a wounded Belgian soldier.
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HOW THE WAR WAGES
The King Goes to the Front

THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

The Battle of Flanders

had King George, accompanied only by
s° quietly
Lord Stamfordham and Major Wigram, left London on
Sunday afternoon, November 29th. for the front in France
on a visit to the General Headquarters of the Expeditionary
Forces, that it was not till Monday evening that it became
generally known. There is something romantic in the
semi-mystery of his progress. The public are only
informed that when his Majesty and suite left Buckingham
Palace they proceeded to the coast, where a warship was
in waiting to convey them across the Channel. The
King arrived at a spot in France not disclosed on Monday
morning, where he was met by the Prince of Wales, who
looked in the best of health. That day his Majesty
visited the wounded at the General Headquarters.
Tuesday he devoted to a round of calls at the base hospitals,
containing British, Indian, and enemy wounded.

CALAIS, Boulogne, and the other Channel ports are
still the German objective, but during the past week
the enemy in Flanders has been, in the main, -on the
defensive. This may have been because so many of their
first-line troops have been withdrawn, and despatched in
all haste to the eastern theatre, where the situation for
the Teuton has been so critical. Even the bombardments
by the Germans from Ypres up to the sea at Nieuport
and Dixmude have been intermittent for the most parts
of the period.

*

ON the fifteen - kilometre front before Dixmude, on
November 3oth, the Germans commenced a general
retirement. It almost seemed as if the German Staff had
had to withdraw their big guns as well as their tried
men to the assistance of Field-Marshal von Hindenburg,
to give him his new title, conferred by the Kaiser in
recognition of his brilliant success in momentarily
breaking the Russian centre in Poland. This.' because
the enemy was making use at points of some of the French
guns captured in September last at Maubeuge. Official
reports on November 3oth declared that, while on that
day there had been a lively cannonade, no serious German
infantry attack had been made on the allied lines, and
that by his partial attacks the enemy had simply Worn
himself out without achieving any results.

on December 2nd have it that the Germans
REPORTS
only mean to act on the defensive on the Yser, and arc
concentrating all their strength—including one hundred and

Wednesday, President Poincare,
ON accompanied
by the French Premier,
M. Viviani, and General Joffre, paid a visit
to the British Headquarters. After a long
and - cordial conversation between King
George and M. Poincare, his Majesty and
the President motored out together to the
British front in an open car. In - the
British lines, where they met with
immense enthusiasm, they made a thorough
inspection of the arrangements for the
provisioning and supply of the army in the
field. A semi-State dinner was given in
the evening to M. Poincare, at which the
Prince of Wales, Field-Marshal Sir John
French, and the Presidential suite were
present. M. Poincare and the French
Premier returned to Paris the same night,
while his Majesty walked among the troops
and visited bivouacs by night.

*

*

*

THE KING'S KINDLY THOUGHT FOR INDIAN HEROES.
The Royal Pavilion at Brighton—the pleasure house built by George IV.—is a
structure of Oriental design, and is, perhaps, better calculated to remind an Indian
of home than any other building in England. It was a happy thought that inspired
King George when he commanded that the pavilion should be fitted up as a hospital
for wounded Indians. The upper view gives part of the exterior, and the lower
shows interior preparations for the new purpose,

NOT since George II. fought at Dettingen and led the charge of the Scots
Greys against a French army, one hundred
and seventy-one years ago, has a British
monarch taken a place among his troops on the field of
battle. This country was then fighting for the Germans
and against France; the converse being the case at
the present moment. • - The visit of his Majesty to the
front, without ostentation, has excited the warmest admiration both in France and in America. where it has been
contrasted with the theatrical movements and ebullient
eloquence of the Kaiser as he rushes about the war
area.

twenty thousand of the second and third line reinforcements
which have come from Germany to replace the active
troops taken to the east—at Ypres, in order to attempt
once more the breaking of the British line which protects
the road to Calais and Boulogne. The allied forces at
and around Ypres have, notwithstanding, within the
past day or two gained certain advantages, and continue
everywhere to offer a strong resistance.
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The Toll of Britain's Bravest

Lieut.-Col. M. C. A. GREEN,
S. Lancs. Regiment.

Col. R. J. MARKER, D.S.O., Major L F. LODER SYMONDS,
Coldstream Guards.
S. Staffs. Regiment.

Maj. the Hon. H. DAWNAY, Maj. the Hon. W. G. S. CADOGAN,
2nd Life Guards.
N.V.°., 10th Hussars.

Capt. W. S. DOUGLAS,
Royal Engineers.

Major J. CHRYSTIE,
Royal Garrison Artillery.

Lieut. C. L. CORNISH,
2nd Batt. Highland L.I.

Lt. Lord H. B. F. CONGLETON,
Grenadier Guards.

Tient-Colonel M. C. A. Green joined ,the South Lancashire, in 1891. and mounted the
ladder of promotion. culminating in his assumption of the command of the hth Service
Colonel Marker. 11.8.0., of the Coldstream ' Guards, Staff Officer,
Battalion.
performed brilliant active service in South Africa. He has been mentioned in Sir John
French's despatches, during this war, and w as also decorated by the French President
with the Legion of Honour.
Major John ( hrystie, of the Royal Garrison Artillcry, came of a fighting race. Two
of his great-uncles served under :Nelson. His father served in the Indian Mutiny, and
his twin-brother. Major George ( hrystie, was killed in a North-West Frontier raid in
India in 1912. Major the Hon. Hugh Dawnay. of the 2nd Life Guards, was a son of
Viscount Downe. and was aide-de-camp to Earl Roberts when the latter was Commander-

in-Chief.

Lieut. I. M. E. WILKINSON,
Loyal North Lanes.

Major Cadogan, of the 10th (Prince of Wales's Own Royal) Hussars. was equerry to
the Prince of Wales before he joined his regiment for service. He served in South Africa.
and acted as A.D.C. to Ring George daring his tour in Italia in 1905-6. Captain W. S.
Douglas, of the Royal Engineers, who (lied from wounds received at Ypres, saw service
in Egypt and South Africa, and for four years was Assistant-Director of Army Signals in
the Aldershot command. Lieutenant Lord Congleton. of the Grenadier Guards, who
was killed in action, succeeded to the title in 1906, and is in turn succeeded by his brother,
Lieut. the Hon. J. B. M. Parnell, R.N.

WORDSWORTH,
Lieut. N. G. S. McGRATH,
5th (Royal Irish) Lancers. 2nd Dragoon Gds. (Queen's Bays).

Lt. J. L.

Lieut. W. A. F. SANDEMAN,
Gordon Highlanders.

Lieut. E. D. BAKER.
Liverpool Regt.

King's

Lieut.

H. M. WARNER,
East Lanes Regiment.

Lieut. R. R. EGERTON,
Royal Engineers.

Sec.-Lieut. I. R. MACRAE, Lieut. R. C. GRAVES-SAWLE, Sec.-Lieut. J. DENNIS SHINE, Sec.-Lieut. R. C. L. PILLINER, Sec.-Lt. R. G. KER GULLAND.
King's Own Scottish Bord.
Coldstream Guards.
Royal Irish Regt.
Royal Field Artillery.
London Scot tish.
Photeunctple oy Lafayette, Lambert Weston, ElltAat 5 Fry. Rusaell & Sons„traine, Speaight, Mftollik, Gate if; Pelden, Heath, Hills & ,Socamde,8,
13,eor, ten. C'mn,er or, (Act,'

HOW THE WAR WAGES
v,.)
S to the rest of the line eastward. between Bethune and

A

Lens, the Chateau and Park of Vcrmelles were carried
by assault on December ist, " after a somewhat hot
encounter." There were cannonading along the whole of
the Aisne front and unsuccessful infantry attacks in the
Argonne, while the Allies appreciably advanced in the
woods of La Gruric in the same region.
- *
Has German Funk Set In ?
CERTAINLY, in some sections of the Germans now
being sent to the front, the disinclination to be
mowed clown by our heavy artillery, machine-guns, and
splendidly accurate rifle fire seems to indicate that, to put
it bluntly, funk appears to be spreading C
among the invaders'
most recent reinforcements. The Official
Eye-Witness " with
the British Headquarters, writing on
November 25th, said :
." It speaks wonders
for German discipline
that their officers
should be able to get
so much out of their
men, but an inciden
which occurred recently in front of one
of our battalions
shows that the demands made are sometimes beyond the limit
of human endurance.
The Germans were
holding the edge of a
wood, and in order to
attack our trenches
-• had to advance across
an open- space of_ . some two hundred
yards. After much shouting and cries
Vorwarts,' the first assault was
delivered. It was repelled, and the
enemy retired to the shelter of a wood.
The assault was repeated a. second and
- then a third time, being on each occasion preluded by louder exhortations.
Once again did our listening men hear
shouts of Vorwarts,' but on this occasion these were greeted with loud
exclamations of Nein,' ' Nein,' and no
advance was made."

campaign in Poland. His first effort failed, though he
managed to break. the Russian centre. His second, an
attempt to outflank the Russian main artily, involved
almost a complete disaster in the region of Lodz, where two
German corps under General von Mackensen were all but
surrounded. After the fiercest fighting, the German general
managed to extricate himself from th grip of the Russians.
ON the extreme - right of the German line, strengthened
by reinforcements coming from Kalicz, a desperate
encounter took place. on December 1st near Laska,
where the line crosses the River Warthe, between
Sieradz and Lodz, against the Russians, but they were
repulsed. The Russians retook Strykow from Von Hindenburg, and regained possession of the Lodz-Warsaw railway,
while a counter-movement made by the Germans to envelop
their right wing and cut off its communications with
Warsaw disastrously failed.
As to the other spheres of action, the Russians have
triumphed against the Turks both in the Black Sea at
Saturn, and across the Caucasus in front of Erzerum. In
the Persian Gulf British troops from India have captured
the Turkish positions there. Belgrade has been occupied
by Austrian troops. The Serbian Army, according to English
correspondents, is worn out, and steps have been taken for
removing the capital from Nish to Uskub, in Macedonia.
*
*
De Wet's Inglorious End
HE one-time brilliant leader of the Boers during the
guerilla warfare that preceded the Peace of
Vereeniging, put an inglorious end to a career that won

T

Monday, November 3oth, the
ON Amsterdam
" Tele-graaf " stated
that on the previous Saturday several
hundreds of German soldiers had arrived
at Ghent handcuffed, having refused to
do duty. The same journal published
The Prince of Wales, with two staff officers, walking round the British positions
on Decemb-er 1st a telegram from Sluis,
near General French's headquarters at the front. The small photograph above
stating that German naval officers had
shows General French himself at his army headquarters.
been killed by their • own troops and
buried at Ostend, and that discontent prevailed in the Navy,
him the idolatry of his compatriots and the respect of his
many of the men ,being annoyed at . having to do land
enemies. 1-1:: raised the standard of revolt against the
Government of South Africa, not from any valid reason
service. One of them told the correspondent that the
officers were often young men and arrogant, that the service
dictated by national patriotism or political injustice to his
was very bad, and that th slaughter on the Yser was
fellow Boers, but because he had been fined five shillings
by a magistrate of British birth for flogging a native boy.
" frightful." A French official account reported that some
of our foot soldiers, two of whom knew German, having
During the last few weeks, when he has been harried
crept up to a German trench south of Dixmude, heard the
chiefly by loyalists of Boer birth, his actions and speeches
officers giving the order to attack. The soldiers replied
have suggested doubts about his sanity, Anyhow, the
by prayers and supplication, on which revolver shots were
rebellion he sought to foment has, by the strong measures
fired in the trench, and the men at tacked very feebly everyof General Botha; been extinguished before it was well
where afterwards.
alight, and at Waterburg, in the Transvaal, about a hundred
*
*
*
miles west from Matching, he was captured by Colonel
The Grand Battle of Poland
Coen Brits, with fifty-two of his men. There is pathos in
the thought that a man with such a brave record should
HE most various changes _have accompanied (luring
go down to history with the word " Traitor " engraved
the week the tremendous effort made by Fieldon his memorx.t.
Marshal von Hindenburg to frustrate the whole Russian
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A French official statement gave particulars of a German ruse
that almost succeeded—but failed. A group of what looked like
peasant women was seen gathering potatoes in a field at Senones.
But experience of German devices of war had taught the French
to be careful, and a critical inspection from a distance left no

doubt of the fact that the potato—gatherers were enemy soldiers in
disguise. So the French opened fire, and the wearers of women's
garb displayed an agility in skipping off that confirmed the verdict
of the French. As the Germans fled precipi.ately their lifted
skirts revealed the military boots ti Pruseian Qrenadiers
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The march—past of Belgian troops before King George and King Albert during the visit of the former to the field of hostilities
in the first week of December. Next the Prince of Wales, who stands behind King George, is'Sir Pertab Singh.

AN HISTORIC INTERLUDE IN THE WAR
The King's Visit of Honour to the Army
ENEATH the leafless boughs of a double file of trees,
arching a Flemish road near the River Lys, a great
host of war-worn cavalrymen had reined up. For
a mile they and their hcirses formed a double fence of power
on either side the long, straight, muddy highway. There
they waited. At last, in the distance, a beloved figure
appeared in the quiet, green-brown uniform of a British
officer. Thunderous cheers of joy came from the ten
thousand warriors. All their swords, waving in welcome,
flashed in the light of the December sunset and twinkled
amid the wintry trees in an endless vista down the guarded
road. George the Fifth, King of all the Britons, Emperor
of India, was passing through the ranks, ranged by the
scene of the most glorious victory ever won by British arms.
It was four hundred years since an island-born king had
moved amid his soldiers on the European continent. On
the same road, in the summer of 1513, the young Tudor
monarch Henry VIII. marched into Flanders behind his
horsemen, who had just won, at Guinegate on the River Lys,
the Battle of the Spurs. This, however, was only a brilliant
cavalry charge in a brief, spectacular campaign. To find
the last real historical parallel to the great event in the
first week in December we must go back five hundred
years, and then turn to the plain of Aginconrt, close to the
upper course of the same River Lys. There Henry of
Monmouth, in the autumn of 1415, reviewed a few thousand
English men-at-arms and archers after their wonderful
victory over hostile forces three to four times as numerous.
" Our sons will remember Ypr
said a wounded

B

soldier lying in hospital, smiling and content in his pain.
" Yes, our sons will remember Ypres I " And the thrilled,
happy peoples of the islands, they too were thinking of
Ypres, and wondering what they could do to show their
little army of heroes on the Continent their love, their
gratitude, their joy, their pride. There was a million
young men training for war and eager to help their comrades
over sea. But they could not at once go in strong numbers
to the veteran troops who were still keeping the road to
Calais against an overwhelming horde of foes.
Then it was that King George set out on his historic
voyage across the narrow seas where the enemy's submarines were still moving, stealthily and vainly, in search
of prey. All that hfs peoples were feeling he felt in a deep,
quiet, passionate way, and going back to the great precedents of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, he landed
in France, amid the British Expeditionary Force, on the
last day in November. No pinchbeck War Lord was he,
trying to keep up, in an era of, intense military specialisation,
a pretence of being the chief captain in war. He left the
men who had given their whole lives to apprenticeship in
the art of high command the full honour of their positions,
He was a trained sailor, who could take a light cruiser into
action, and with fine modesty he claimed no more knowledge of practical warfare than that. To him, his admirals
and his generals, his captains and his colonels, were men
to be listened to, as he would listen to men of science.
He came to his army as the general leader of all his
(C9ntinned an page 416.1
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Glorious Naval Victory in the South Atlantic

The German armoured cruiser, Scharnhorst, the flagship of Admiral
Graf' von Spee, photographed! in Portsmouth Harbour with Nelson's old
flagship Victory. The portrait on the right is the victor of the Falkland
Islands Battle, Vice-Admiral Sir FREDERICK STURDEE.

9th the British Admiralty issued the following statement:
ON "December
At 7.3o a.m. on December 8th the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, Nurnberg,
Leipzig, and Dresden were sighted near the Falkland Islands by a British
squadron under Vice-Admiral Sir Frederick Sturdee. An action followed,
in the course of which the Scharnhorst, flying the flag of Admiral Graf von Spec,
the Gneisenau, and the Leipzig were sunk. The Dresden and the Nurnberg
made, off during the action, and on the following day news was received
that the Nurnberg was sunk. Two colliers were also captured. The viceadmiral reports that the British casualties are very few. Some survivors have
been rescued from the Gneisenau and the Leipzig."
These few sentences conveyed to the world news of the important British
victory, which, in the words of " The Times," constituted " a dramatic act
of retribution." It was Admiral von Spec who won for Germany the battle off
the Chilian coast on November 1st, when Admiral Cradock went down.
The Scharnhorst and the Gneisenau were 11,600 ton battle-cruisers, each
carrying eight 8'2 guns and 765 men, and the Leipzig was a small cruiser of 3,250
tons, carrying ten 4"5 in. guns and 286 men.
Vice-Admiral Sir Frederick Charles Doveton Sturdee, who sent his name
echoing round the world with the news of his glorious victory, was Chief of the
War Staff at the Admiralty, and it surprised both friend and foe to know
that he was in the South Atlantic and not in a Whitehall office.

The 3,250-ton German light
cruiser Leipzig, sent to the
bottom of the South Atlantic.

Admiral GRAF VON SPEE,
the The German armoured cruiser Gneisenau, the sister ship of the Scharnhorst, with
commander of the German squadron.
which she went down under the guns of the British squadron.

THE KING'S VISIT TO THE ARMY =it:.`V414)peoples. By his presence on the field of battle he desired
to show his incomparable soldiers what their country
nought of their heroic achievements, from Mons and
Le Catcall, from the Marne to the Aisne, and—greatest feat
of all—the defence of Ypres. In days of peace he had
paid visits of honour abroad to Emperors, Kings, and
Presidents. Now he went on the Continent to pay a visit
of honour to the British private soldier and the Indian
private soldier. This memorable act of State began on
Tuesday, December 1st, with a tour to the Indian troops
and the new 4th Army Corps. Two boy gunners, neither
twenty years of age, had the Victoria Cross pinned on
their tunics by their King. Then the troops, lining the
roads close to the German trenches, gave a fierce, longsustained shout .that must have startled the enemy and
set them wondering. The King went walking down the
lines, his eyes sparkling with interest, his face radiant
with happy pride in the fighting men of his Empire. He
inspected their trench kit of goatskins and strawbags, and
decorated their luckiest heroes.
So far-stretched was the British front that the next
- morning, Wednesday, King George had to motor seventy
miles in order to visit his 3rd Army Corps. All branches
of the service greeted him with loyal affection, and, keen
on practical details, he inspected their rest-homes, their
baths, and the place in which they made charcoal for use
in warming braziers in the trenches.
On Thursday the gallant 1st and 2nd Army Corps,
under Sir Douglas Haig and Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien,
were visited by his Majesty. They were the veterans of
the battlefield, having come into action at Mons on August
22nd, and fought for a month without a single day's rest
till they entrenched on the Aisne. From the headquartersof the 20,1 Corps King George went on to the battlefield,

On his right were the factory chimneys of Lille ; on his
left was the ruined Cloth Hall of Ypres, with German
howitzer shells bursting in the town as he watched, and
sending up their columns of black smoke. A British
battery, close at hand, opened fire in turn on the enemy's
trenches. The King now stood in the centre of the conflict.
All through his visit the sound of the enemy's guns and.
the thunder of the British batteries had rung in his ears.
Hostile aeroplanes, with bombs, had risen on the northern
sky-line ; but their pilots had not approached. Far over
the head of our Imperial King circled for a week a guard
of airmen. The British army knew how to defend its
monarch against every form of attack. It had the lordship
of the air as well as an invincible front.
When the Kaiser was reviewing his troops at Thielt, a
little while before a grand assault on our lines at Ypres, he
narrowly escaped from a British air attack. Less than
thirty months before this happened, King George had gone
to Farnborough to inspect the British Flying Corps. It
then consisted of six officers with two inferior machines.
Now, in spite of Zeppelins and German world-records for
aeroplane flights, our men hold the practical command
of the sky. Deep must have been King George's solerim
pride in his troops when on Saturday, December 5th, he
bade them, for a while, farewell. And well indeed will they
fare after the deserVed honour he has paid them—kindly,
courteously, simply, like a true father of his people: He
has touched the imagination of his troops, even as he
touched, by visiting and decorating with the most noble
Order of the Garter King Albert the Brave, fighting in
the last corner of free Blgium, the imagination of the
heroic Belgians. The British soldier feels at last the
pulse of his Empire beating in time with his brave heart.
This is no slight inspiration amid the strange loneliness,
discomfort, and perils of the fire-swept winter trenches
that bar the road to Calais.

A war-time photograph of a unit in the submarine met that guards our coasts taken from a cross-Channel steamer when German
submarines were known to be operating in the vicinity. The body of the submarine is beneath the water, its conning-tower, with itS
Crew. is Clear of the water, and its back is being washed by the waves.
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Dastard Fighting—A Machine-gun Funeral
British- regiments have lost many men in the
THEbattles
of France because they fought fair and gave
the German enemy the credit of fighting fair—until bitter
experience taught them that to gain an advantage the
Germans are prepared to outrage every moral code and
every human sentiment. The accepted immunity of the
Red Cross from attack, the recognised restriction against
the use of the Red Cross by combatants, the white flag—
all these have been abused by the unscrupulous spoilers
of Louvain and the murderers of women and children.
The picture below illustrates an incident vouched for as
fact by creditable authority. A funeral cortege approached

a British trench, a priest leading the prayers, and weeping
mourners behind. The British officer, with the respect of
his class for the dead, ordered his men to stand at the salute
as the procession passed—and then, suddenly, the pall was
thrown off, a machine-gun disclosed, and the British trench
was raked by a fire that killed or wounded every man in it,
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Where Russian meets Hun amid Poland's Snows

A prize for Hindenburg. Coils of barbed.-wire which
were left behind by the Russians during a retreat.

A Russian Red Cross van fitted with sleighs to enable it to follow the troops
expeditiously over the frozen roads and fields of war.

Tea in place of vodka. A Russian soldier regaling himself at an improvised
cafe in a Warsaw street. He looks as if he could well do with the " cup thatcheers."

'troops of the great Army of the " Little Father " marching
through a city in Poland, well equipped for the winter struggle
with the Kaiser's hordes. The sleighs on the snow—covered
highway give an impression of the climatic conditions which

Trenches which were abandoned by the Russians
in the Lodz district for strategic reasons.

may help in the decision of the greatest contest in history, only
fugitive details of which, except the evacuation of Lodz, have yet
come through the official filter. The hardy Muscovite is less
liable to feel the effects of winter campaigning than the Hun.
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German Efforts to Stay the Russian Avalanche

German outposts searching the horizon for Cossack legions. Prussia is staking
her all on the stupendous contests in the East.
The whole world follows the
movements of the Grand Duke Nicholas and Field—Marshal von Hindenburg with
breathless interest and anxiety.

An Austrian gun and team, torn up by shrap—
nel, on an East Prussian battlefield. Our
enemies' horses are ridden and driven to death
with reckless brutality and indifference.

Uhlan prisoners under a guard of Cossacks. The German losses in prisoners
have been enormous, no fewer than ten thousand having been registered at
one point alone on the Russian front.

How the Germans are digging themselves in in East Prussia.
The thoroughness of their earthworks is a feature of the present
campaign, and may be judged from the photograph above.
Inset is a portrait of Field—Marshal von Hindenburg and some of

his Staff. The would—be Napoleon of 1914 may be said to have
the future of the Hohenzollerns in his keeping. His endeavour
to break through the Russian centre all but met with disaster, and
his escape from annihilation cost him unparalleled losses.

Heralding the Deliverance of Alsace-Lorraine

Some French infantry entrenched on the eastern frontier of France
in sight of the lost provinces of Alsace—Lorraine. France is fully
confident of regaining this rich and beautiful territory.

How the Germans cover their retreat. Some French soldiers
guarding the viaduct of Dannemarie (Alsace) blown up by the
enemy before giving way to the French advance.

day when AlsaceT HE
Lorraine is restored to

French Alpine Soldiers
fighting in the Vosges.

On the look—out for the unspeakable "Roche." Some French soldiers
watching the horizon from an improved earthwork. In this retreat
they are well sheltered_ from the weather and stray bullets.

'ranee will be one of great rejoicing and happiness. These
beautiful Rhine provinces have
been under the tyrannous heel
of Prussia for upwards of forty
-ears.
A touching ceremony took
place recently in that part of
Alsace regained by the French
mops, when General Joffre received some prominent citizens.
After thanking them for their
loyalty to the Republic, the
French Commander - in - Chief
said : " We have come back for
good.' I bring you the kiss of
France." The meeting broke
up %with cries of " Long live
Long live - French
France !
Alsace "
Our Allies will never fight
better than when freeing their
kinsmen from the Prussian yoke,
in defence of that liberty so
dear to democratic France.

The European campaign has been aptly termed a war of " dug—
outs." A typical trench on the French eastern frontier. There
are three hundred miles of similar trenches in this district.
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The Gate of France held firm against the Hun
,,,A,ANGA,S3,
4+4

A French battery of heavy artillery shelling the German lines near the Forest of
Argonne. The great German offensive in this district still remains futile.

LACONIC official reports give but a
vague idea of the great work that
has been done by our French allies on
their eastern front. Several weeks of
strenuous fighting in places where opposing forces in the trenches have been
as near as seven yards has been the lot_
of indefatigable "Piou-piou " and his
ingenious commanders. Verdun, which
is the German objective in this district,
is unquestionably one of the strongest
positions of the long French line.
It is a veritable gate to the land
of France, and the Huns are trying
to better it down with a force of
about 250,000 men flung round the
bastion in a semicircle of sixty-five
miles extent. After continued endeavour they have not been able to advance
n:-:e.rer than _to within ten miles of the
Iortl.c- s, although with typical optimism
tiro Germans claim to be " besieging "
the town.

in one of the French trenches in the ArgOnne district. A wounded French soldier is being
removed from the firing—line.

Some German artillery manna to take up position in the Forest of Argonne. The Huns have been making strenuous efforts to
penetrate into France via the Argonne, but the valiant work of our Allies in this district, assisted by the powerful Meuse fortress of
Verdun, has kept 250,000 of the enemy under the Crown Prince well in check since the opening of the war.
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Fans Land of France

The Place de la Gare, Arras, as it appeared after bombardment
by the German guns. Arras lies between Lille and Amiens.

All that remained of an establishment in a French town after
being struckby a German shell. The notice on the signboard in—
forms us of the " removal " of the occupant to Rue Rougernaille.

A remarkable photograph of a house falling in Lille during a
violent artillery attack. Many historic buildings in this town
have shared the fats of Loavain, Termonde and Rheims.

In the overwhelming disaster which the Huns have inflicted on- heroic Belgium, one is apt to overlook the tact that France,
too, has suffered heavily from the exponents of " higher civilisation." This photograph gives an irlea of the destruction pre—
From such horrors of " higher civilisation " we in Great Britain
vailing in the once beautiful and prosperous town of Lille.
have only been spared by the crushing superiority of our Navy over that of the enemy still in hiding at Kiel.
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Scouting on the Highways of War-riven France

Some French chasseurs'engaged in scouting work in the North of France being directed across country by passing peasants, whose
local knowledge they have invited to assist them in their work of reconnoitring.

Photograph taken on one of the highways in the Valley of the Somme, where some French chasseurs were passing to join their
headquarters after a reconnoitring expedition.

A field in the neighbourhood of Soissons, where some French dragoons have a machine—gun hidden behind some straw while they
keep watch for a party of German scouts, whom they have reason to believe are in the neighbourhood on the guest for information.

".1
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THE CULT OF GERMAN WHITE FLAG TREACHERY EAST OF SUEZ.--One of the
Huns' infamous practices, which have been such a prominent feature of the European campaign, has infected the Orient. On November 20th Capt. Chope and a number of the
Bikanir Camelry were all but victimised by the cowardly white flag trick. Patrolling
early in the morning between eir—el—Nues and Katie, situated north—east of Suez, Capt.
Chope and his OlkenIra advanced in order to join forces with some twenty members of
the coastguard oamelry, who were encamped half a mile or so ahead of him.

Arrived at the coastguards' camp, Capt. Chope discovered nothing but a number of
tracks. An hour later, while pursuing an easterly course, the Bikanirs perceived in the
distance a force of about twenty men mounted on white camels. Capt. Chops, under the Impression that they were the Camel Corps, let them approach. The imagined Camel Corps
came up, waving white flags. At thirty yards distance the enemy raised their rifles. Capt.
Chope immediately ordered his men to fire, and the greater part of the opposing force were
killed. Some more of the enemy then attacked,'but were beaten off with heavy loss.

But the Belgians can use searchlights, and there followed a hot battle of light and shell. One 61
the German searchlights was put out of action by a lucky shot, and in the confusion the 'raft
behind had its living load of men tipped into the waters. The others attempted a landing. The
Belgians rushed waist—deep into the water to resist them, and a hand—to—hand fight took place
upon the insecure footing of the flooded land. Then a French 75 mm. gun entered the battle, and
the Germans took off their sadly damaged boats and rafts. Another German attack had failed.

h eWar i ll irst eat ed,
I31hDecemb er , 1914.

A GERMAN NIGHT ATTACK AMONG THE FLOODS OF FLANDERS.—The Belgian lines

behind the flooded area, where the salt tide lay shallow on the water—logged fields towards the
coast, wore stirred to eager listening by the throb of a motor—boat. The Germans were about
to' attack from improvised floating armaments. The Belgian guns spoke, and the fire was
returned from the three armed motor-.boats and the rafts that the Germans guided across the
flood. Then the motor...boats showed powerful searchlights that gave the mark for their guns.
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The Ebb and Flow of Flood and War

Prussian scout in the flooded area of Belgium, where the German hosts were
drowned by the liberated tide and devastated by the shell fire of the Allies.

German motor—boat, armed with a machine—gun, scouting in Belgium, where the
loosing of the floods converted the low—lying fields near the coast into a shallow sea.

VIE action of the Belgians in
letting the North Sea cover the
farm lands of Western Flanders was
a self- sacrifice in harmony with what
had gone before, when Belgium voluntarily destroyed millions of pounds'
worth of bridges, railways, roads, and
bnildings to impede the advance of the
enemy. These sacrifices have been
bitter for Belgium, but the favourable
position of the allied armies is due in
no small measure to this heroic policy.
The hi story of the Low Countries, whi6h
comprise Holland and Belgium, contains
many instances of their apparent immolation on the altar of national liberty,
but they have always emerged stronger
in spirit and have built again the fabric
of their industrial and social life.

Group of Belgian soldiers constructing a dam so as to divert the flowing water that rushes with every flood—tide into the trenches
of the German enemy. Their manipulation of the gateways of the waters has worked great havoc upon the invaders.

With the Enemy in the Belgian Sand Dunes

One of the guns which the Germans brought to the Belgian coast to reply to the attack
made by the mighty cannon of the British fleet operating from the North Sea.

German Marines with a gun amid the sand-dunes of the Ostend littoral.
The smaller picture en the right shows a group of German soldiers
near Ostend who have thrown themselves down " dog tired."

A German outpost on the sand-dunes of Flanders, where they made ineffectual efforts to reply to the bombardment of the British naval
guns. The photograph gives a graphic idea of the nature of the country by the sea where the stupendous battle has been waged.
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'
In the Enemy s Capital while War Wages

'These men of the German Landsturm about to leave for the war
are the recipients et gifts of clothing and other comforts.

Half a dozen German soldiers, recuperating in Berlin after having
been wounded, are posing in front of the camera.

Sacrifices for the Fatherland. These German civilians are giving up their gold rings to
a Government official to be melted for coins, and are receiving instead iron rings
engraved with the German equivalent of the words For our country."

War has depleted Berlin of its men, and
`he street cars are in charge of women.

Dogs are enlisted in the cause of collecting
for the Red Cross fund in Berlin, and this
bulldog is one of them.

All the public buildings in Berlin are utilised as hospitals, and are packed with the injured
in war, The photograph above is a large school in the capital fitted up as a hospital.

German Deceitfulness—Pictures with a Purpose
1T was part of the German policy to make war with all the brutality
I that ingenuity could devise in order to terrorise the civil
population into a desire for peace at any price. But German philosophy
misread human nature, and the German higher command learned by
experience a lesson they might have read in a thousand pages of
history—that oppression evokes hostility which becomes more bitter -the
greater the oppression. Hence the intensity of hate their conduct evoked.

Also the Germans found that their cruelties in Belgium roused
against them the ire of neutral countries and threw the sympathies
of those whose friendship they valued on the side of their opponents.
Then came a reversal of the policy of cruelty, and there have been
laboured but transparent attempts to paint the German army in
invaded Belgium as a band of mild humanitarians that would do
credit to a Sunday-school. The pretentious are hollow and transparent.

German soldiers at Ghent, where they are posing before the
camera in the act of feeding Belgian children, to prove to the
people of Germany the mildness of German manners towards
the unfortunate people of Belgium.

Another photograph intended to show the fatherly instincts and
sympathetic hearts of the men who murdered women and
children in Belgium. These are wounded German soldiers in
Solingen sitting for a picture to be circulated in Germany.

A sketch by a German artist -intended to show Teutonic Tars dangling the babies of a grateful people in the-Belgian coast villages.
The pictUres by which the German papers and authorities try to impress upon the German people the claim that their fighting men aro
archangels without wings would be most amusing if the actual truth were not so pitiful and heartrending,
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Sleep after the Turmoil of War

The grave in which Major—General The resting—place of the gallant Prince Maurice of The body of Captain the Hon.
Hubert Hamilton was laid in La Battenberg, whose reckless bravery cost a valued life and Edward Mulholland, of the 1st
Irish Guards, lies here.
sent our Royal Family into mourning.
Couture churchyard.

A German grave at Charleroi, with a row of helmets This tong line of rude crosses marks the last resting—place of a number
of British soldiers who fell on the field of honour.
on the sod to give the departed military honour.

The grave of a German aviator at Pave, in France, buried amid the debris Where Germans threw the body of a Belgian
franc—tireur, leaving his dead hand projecting.
of battle on the spot where his aeroplane came to earth.
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Civilian Curiosity in the Evidences of War

Children near Ostend collecting spent cartridge-Cane, bullets,
and other objects as playthings and souvenirs of the fiohting.

A p hotograph taken during the Battle of the Coast. The children
of the village are interested in the operation of a field telephone.

People of Senile contemplating the awful ruin of their town. his the left picture
two members of a British cavalry regiment are objects at keen interest.

Civilians of the district of Senlis hunting in the grass where the Battle of Sentis was hottest, looking for German bullets and other
souvenirs of the fight. Souvenir—hunting has become quite an industry where the fire of battle has raged, and it is certain that the
traffic in war souvenirs will flourish in the years to come when the battlefields are the haunt of summer tourists.

Reading and Writing Facilities at the Front
perfection of the postal service of the British ExTHEpeditionary
Force is a triumph of smooth-workim.,
organisation. The men get their letters regularly, and their
replies are transmitted promptly to the friends to whom
they arc sent. Letters sent to the soldiers at the front carry
the ordinary postage stamps necessary for an inland letter,

but letters sent home by the soldiers require no stamps
whatever. It is not generally known that General French
is in direct telephonic communication with the War Office
in London and with Buckingham Palace.
There are no lending libraries in the trenches, but in
hospital camps such facilities are at the service of the men.

Lending library at a British hovital camp in France, where
recuperating soldiers can borrow the books they wish to read.

British soldiers, who have captured the German motor seen
behind, writing to their friends at home telling them about it.

The Postal Section is a thoroughly organised department of the
British Field Force, and works with remarkable smoothness
and promptness, so that the men in the fighting—line have little
to complain about in the delivery of the letters sent to them by
their friends or of delay in their own letters home.

_
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Wounded Getting Ready to Fight Again

This photograph was taken in one of the wards of St. Thomas's Hospital, London, and shows wounded soldiers sufficiently recovered
to be able to enjoy games of cards and draughts, and almost fit for another bout of war with the Kaiser's best.

The solace of a cigarette is one of the most prized comforts of our fightingmen, both amid the discomforts of the French and Belgian trenches and on
their backs in the hospitals for the wounded when they reach convalescence.

The great chanteuse, Madame Patti, visiting wounded
soldiers in the Patti Ward of the Swansea Hospital, where
she exercises a personal supervision over their comfort.

These wounded soldiers from the Battle of the Rivers have reached the convalescent stage in the private hospital established by Prineess
Marie Louise of Schleswig-Holstein in Jamaica Road, Bermondsey. Their-only disturbing thought _is that battles are PrOceetAng amt.
they are not in them. Their eagerness to return to the fi ghting frequently makes them want to go back before their 'Condition warrants it.

Members of Parliament on War Service

L. C. M. S. AMERY,
Unionist—South Birmingham.

J. L. BAIRD, C.M.G..
Unionist—Rugby.

Lt.-Col. Hon. A. B. BATHURST,
Unionist—Cirencester.

Hon. W. G. BECKETT.
Unionist—Whitby.

W. WEDGWOOD BENN,
Liberal—St. George's, T.H.

J. H. BEEN,
Unionist—Greenwich.

H. L. C. BRASSEY,
Unionist—Northants N.

A. H. BURGOYNE,
Unionist—North Kensington

Col. C. R. BURN,
Unionist—Torquay.

FELIX CASSEL, K.C..
Unionist—St. Pancras.

Viscount CASTLEREAGH,
Unionist—Maidstone.

Lord N. CRICHTON-STUART
Unionist—Cardiff.

H. H. SPENDER-CLAY,
Unionist—Tonbridge.

C. BATHURST,
Unionist—Wilton.

Hon. M. II. HICKS-BEACH
Unionist—Tewkesbury.

Ld. H. CAVENDISH-BENTINCK, Lt.-Col. Sir A. S. T. GRIFFITH
BOSCAWEN,Unionist-Dudle3
Unionist—Nottingham.

W. R. CAMPION,
Unionist—Lewes.

,H. W. C. CARR-GOMM,
Lib eral—Rot her hit he.

GEORGE CAVE, K.C.,
Unionist—Kingston.

H. T. CAWLEY.
Liberal—Heywood

Lord ROBERT CECIL,
Unionist—Hits hin.

Capt. G. L. COURTHORPE,
Unionist—Rye.

Capt. J. CRAIG,
Unionist—Down K

H. J. CRAIG,
Lib eral—Tynemouth.
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Some Film Fragments of the Great War

A sea—mine that was washed up by the waves on the East Coast,
and found in the condition shown, with all these bullet—holes in
it. It is presumed that attempts to explode it by rifle—fire
when it was seen at sea drifting loose, failed.

The British soldier who was original owner of this service rifle
was killed by the high—explosive shell that shattered the stock of
the weapon, as seen in the photograph, and rendered it utterly
useless for further work.

The Kaiser acquired the £4,000,000 Castle of Achilleion, in the island of Corfu, originally
built for the Empress Elizabeth of Austria, but, fearing that Greece might enter the war
against him and confiscate the property without giving any compensation, he tried to
negotiate its sale at a low price to a Swiss hotel syndicate.

A curious photograph of a German shrapnel
shell which has embedded itself deeply
in the trunk of this tree without exploding,
as it ought to have done.

Tnis postcard sells freely in
Austria. The translation of the
wording on it is:
OUR RAISER AT PRAYER.

'As the Belgians retired under German pressure
they blacked out the wording of the sign—postson the public roads of their country, and the
Germans re—inserted the obliterated directions
in their own language.

Father in Heaven. Ruler of the
Universe. have pity for him who bows
before Thee. I did not start the
strife or strew the earth with blood
Surrounded with foes and en vy, I
called my people to the defence of
arms. Let 'rhy mercy surround our
lines
Ours will be the victory and
Thine the honour.

Comrades in arms and in wounds. The
tallest and the shortest wounded_ soldiers in
a French hospital. A short man may still be a
good soldier, and our minimum standard robs
us of many good fighting men,

•
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HOW THE WAR WAGES
The Western Campaign
NTIL December 8th there had been a comparative
lull, except for intermittent artillery duels all along
the western sphere front from Nicuport to Verdun. On
the User River and Canal occasional infantry attacks and
counter-attacks were made, and on December 5th the
Germans, by means of rafts mounted with machine-guns,
opened fire upon and battered down the little town of
Pervyse under cover of darkness and a storm. Some of
the enemy succeeded in actually landing on the dyke, but
after a sanguinary fight were driven back, and the majority
of those not killed were drowned. Another lively episode
took place at Ferryman's House, on the road between
Fumes and Ypres, which had been occupied by the
Germans and fortified with machine-guns. This was
gallantly stormed by a party of French, including Turcos,
and after a derociouS hand-to-hand fight from basement
to roof every German was accounted for.

U

*

INCE then a change has come over the campaign in
this theatre., In Flanders, on the Aisne, in the
Champagne region, in the Argonne, and in Lorraine the
Germans are no longer the attackers but the attacked, and
they are being forced to yield. Another outstanding fact
is that the Allies' artillery has been proved definitely
superior to the much bepraised Krupps of the Germans.
This was speCially the case at Verrnelles, in the region of
the Arras, which for two months had been the scene of a
determined struggle. Sapping and minint, operations
enabled the Allies to drive back the Germans°foot by foot,
and on Sunday, December 6th, they carried the park and
chateau after a brilliant fight.

S

•
•
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THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

before, Von Jacobi, of the Divisional Headquarters Staff,
issued the following army order : " Comrades, his Majesty
the Kaiser and King has had the graciousness to pass some
time to-day in our midst, and to greet representatives of the
division selected from the officers and men distinguished
with the Iron Cross. His Majesty has charged me to,
inform you that he greatly regretted to be unable to see
you all as your duty detained you in the trenches. Your
-Kaiser and King says he came to thank you for what you
have achieved for months past against an enemy far
outnumbering you, and to bring you greetings from your
comrades in the western theatrc of war, who thank
you for defending our homes here (East Prussia), while
you have victoriously carried our German colours so far
into hostile countries. Your Kaiser thanks you. Our
Kaiser knows that we shall continue to do our duty. He
shall not be mistaken in us."
The Serbian Campaign
the north-west frontier of Serbia-Austria, the Serbian
ON forces,
under the command of King Peter, gained on
December 5th successes along the whole line, more particularly on the left wing. The enemy was crushed, and
had to retire in disorder, and in the pursuit the Serbians
captured over to,000 Austrian prisoners, 42 cannon, 21
machine-guns, two ambulances, and other war material.
*
The Turkish Campaign
THE Turkish invasion of Egypt has been checked, and
large sections of low marshy land to the east of the
Suez Canal, which from time immemorial has been an
effective barrier to the invasion of Egypt in that direction,
has been flooded, renderinr, Port Said secure. In the
Caucasus the Turkish forces on the the Dilman and Khoi
roads were attacked by the Russian army, and after a
desperate fight were driven back towards Van, when the
Russians captured Sarai and Kashkal with many prisoners
and military stores. The Tsar motored 1,20o miles to
Kuban, on the Black Sea, and on December 7th was
greeted by the representative Cossacks of the province.

A T a point between Dixmude and Ypres, also on Sunday,
" the Germans made a sudden transference of troops to
what they took to be our weak point, and when the artillery
duel proceeded they opened a storm of rifle fire and threw
Land grenades. Even at spots when the opposing trenches
were close together the enemy attempted to make a bayonet
charge, but were repulsed. Then came the chance of the
Allies. The order to charge was given, the German trenches
were rushed, machine-guns were brought well up into the
Collapse of the South African Rebellion
firing-line and caused great havoc among the enemy,
while our big guns did great damage behind the first line of THE rebellion in South Africa . has been completely
extinguished, with the capture of 82o rebels, and the
the German trenches. The enemy offensive immediately
developed into a desperate defensive, and then into a series unconditional surrender of many more.
General Boyers, Nvho resigned from the command of the
of retreats at various points along the line.
In the north-west of Flanders, at Hazebrouck, two Union military forces at the outbreak of the rebellion because
German Taubes of the latest type dropped seventeen of his sympathy with it, has met a tragic death. He was
shells on the town and killed seventy civilians, including with a commando which was defeated by General Botha
old women and children. Two shells fell at the feet of an among the hills at Klerkstroom in the north of the Orange
British soldier and he was blown to atoms. Ground was River State, and fell back on the Vaal River, which he
attempted to cross. He and the few rebels with him were
gained in the Argonne on the 7th.
fired at by the Union forces, and General Beyers was seen
to fall from his horse and drift down stream, calling at the
same time for help. He afterwards disappeared under
Tile Grand Battle of Poland
T is -a fact that large bodies of German troops were the water. His dead horse was found, as were his revolver
and field-glasses.
drawn from the western to the eastern theatre of war,
and this enabled the Germans to occupy Lodz on December
7th, after its evacuation by the Russians. That, however, British Naval Victory Off the Falklands
was not the great victory claimed by them and celebrated
HE British naval reverse on November tst off the
with exultation in Berlin. The Petrograd version is that
Chilian coast, with the loss of the Good Hope and
the evacuation was necessitated by strategical considera- Monmouth, has been amply avenged. On the morning of
tions to shorten, simplify, and strengthen the Russian December 8th the whilom victorious German squadron—.
position along the line of Lowicz by way of Petrokof to Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, Nurnberg, Leipzig, and Dresden,
Czestochowa, and facilitate the energetic Russian offensive under the command of Admiral Graf von Spec, were
in the direction of Cracow. In the defending forces of sighted off the Falkland Islands, in the South Atlantic,
Cracow the Austrians are made entirely subordinate to the by a British squadron under Vice-Admiral Sir' Frederick
Germans, with whom they are indiscriminately mixed, Sturdee. An action followed, resulting in the sinking of
and ruled by the German Staff.
the Scharnhorst, flying the German admiral's flag, with all
its crew, the Gneisenau, and the Leipzig, from which a few
survivors were rescued by British boats. The Dresden
AN official bulletin from Berlin, dated December 7th, and Niirnberg fled during the action, and are being pursued
announced the indisposition of the Kaiser, who was thus by the swiftest of our cruisers. Two attendant colliers
prevented from leaving his capital for the front. The day with the German fleet were captured.

T
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The Crown of Infamy on the Brow of "Kultur"
Civilisation's Christmas Account rendered against the Nation
of organised Barbarians who have drenched Europe in blood
Necessity knows no law . . . . That is why we have
been obliged to ignore the just protests of Luxemburg
and Belgium. The injustice we thus commit we will
repair as soon as our military object has been achieved.
—The German Chancellor in the Reichstag, August 4th; 1914.

The German War Method
" Above all, you must inflict on the inhabitants of invaded
towns the -maximum suffering, so that they become sick of
the struggle, and -may bring pressure to bear on their Government to discontinue it.' You must leave the people through
whom you march only their eyes_ to weep with."-Bismarck,
on German war "strategy."
The Hague Conference, when the question of
DURING
sowing the sea with mines was under discussion
by the representatives of the various Powers, Baron
Marschall von Bieberstein, the delegate of the German
Government said : " The officers of the German Navy—I
- say it with a high voice—will always fulfil in the strictest
manner the duties which flow from the unwritten law
of humanity and civilisation." Later on in the proceedings
he said : " As to the sentiments of humanity and civilisation,
I cannot admit that any government or country is in these
superior to that which I have the honour to represent."
In view of the German methods of warfare in Belgium,
Baron Bieberstein's claims for his countrymen exhibited
a blind and mistaken faith in a German humanity that
existed only in his trusting and sanguine imagination, or else
they gave evidence of a sinister purpose to mislead the
Conference and inspire confidence where ruthlessness had
already been decided upon in the intended war. The

It is forbidden to lay automatic contact
mines of the coasts or ports of the enemy with
the sole object of intercepting commercial
navigation. — ARTICLE 24, HAGUE PEACE
CONVENTION.

Civilised War Method
" However sorely pressed she- may be, Belgium will never
fight unfairly and never stoop to infringe the laws and customs
of legitimate warfare. She is putting up- a brave fight against
overwhelming odds, she may be beaten, she may be crushed,
but, to quote our noble Ring's words, ' she will never be
Statement, August 25th, 1914.
enslaved.' " — Belgian Of
probable alternative is the latter-that the German wolf
assumed sheep's clothing at the Conference as a studied
policy ; but sharpened his teeth arid claws for the better
destruction of the land and people of poor Belgium when
the killing time came.
Modern history presents no parallel to German methods
of warfare. It is not unknown that, when the lust of
killing is let loose in an army, the passions for loot and
rapine should be indulged by individual members of the
more brutal ranks, but that a set policy of murder, arson,
and pillage should be part of the organised warfare of a
great nation pretending to lead the world in culture, is
a glaring evidence of foul shame at which the world, with
nineteen centuries of Christianity behind it, may well hang
its head and despair of human nature. That the policy of
brutality is not only followed but gloried in by the
higher command of the German Army is shown conclusively
in the official excerpts illustrated in these four pages.

The indiscriminate use of mines, not in connection with military harbours or strategic positions—
the indiscriminate scattering of contact mines about the seas which may destroy not merely enemy
vessels or warships, but peaceful merchantmen passing under neutral flags, and possibly carrying
supplies to neutral countries—this use of mines is new in warfare.—Mr. Winston Churchill in The
House of Commons, August 5th, 1914.

How a British mine-sweeper clears the sea of German
mines strewn in the path of neutral commerce.

The Slate may utilise the labour of prisoners
of war according to their rank and capacity,.
Their tasks shall not be excessive, and shall
have nothing to do with the operation of war.
—ARTICLE 6, HAGUE PEACE CONVENTION.
There are many cases of the inhabitants
being forced to act as guides, 'and to dig
trenches and entrenchments for the Germans.—
Belgian Offictal Report, September loth, 1914.
Citizens who know of a store of arms,
powder, and dynamite must inform the
Burgomaster under pain of hard labour for

life.—Proclamatton of Commander von Bigelow,
in Namur, on August 25th, 1914.

Both in the western war and in the war on her eastern
frontier Germany has compelled prisoners of war to
engage in war work. The photograph on the left
shows captured Russian soldiers being compelled to
dig trenches under German guards.
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11. War of Terrorism on Old Men, Women, and Children

Red Cross railway waggon used by Germans for ammunition and a Red Cross ambulance mounted with a German machine—gun.

It is expressly forbidden . . . to make improper use of the flag
of truce, the national flag, or military ensigns, and the enemy uniform, as
well as the distinctive badges of the Geneva ConventIon.—ARTICLE 23,
HAGUE PEACE CONVENTION.

In different places, notably at Hollogue-sur-Geer, Barchon, Pontisse,
Haelen, and Zelck, German troops have fired on doctors, ambulance
bearers, ambulances, and ambulance waggons carrying the Red Cross.

The boy who met death with a smile. His
story is told on the right.

On Thursday, August 6th, before a fort at Phlige, German soldiers
continued to fire on a party of Belgian soldiers (who were unarmed and
had been surrounded while digging a trench) after these had hoisted
the white flag. On the same day, at Vottem, near the fort of Loncin,
a group of German infantry hoisted the white flag. When Belgian.
soldiers approached to take them prisoners the Germans suddenly opened
fire on them at close range.—Official Belgian Report, August 26th, 19 14-

War on Women and Children
Any compulsion on the populations of
occupied territory to furnish information
about the army of the other belligerent or
about his means of defence is forbidden.—
ARTICLE 44, HAGUE PEACE CONVENTION.
A traitor has just been shot, a little
French lad (EM Franzusling) belonging to
one of those gymnastic societies which
wear tricoloUr ribbons (i.e., the Eclaireurs
or Boy Scouts), a poor young fellow, who,
in his infatuation, wanted to be a hero.
The German column was passing along
a wooded defile, and he was caught and
asked whether the French were about. He
refused to give information. Fifty yards
farther on there was fire from the cover
of a wood. The prisoner was asked in
French if he had known that the enemy
was in the forest, and did not deny it.
He went with firm step to a telegraph
post, and stood up against it, with the
green vineyard at his back, and received
the volley of the firing party with a proud
smile on his face. Infatuated wretch !
It was a pity to see such wasted courage.—
Ettract frcir a German soldier's tette;
printed in a little volume called " Kriegs
Chronik." and excerpted by the British 0 ficial
Press Bureau.
All the evidence and circumstances
seem to point to the fact that those women
had been deliberately pushed forward
by the Germans to act as a shield for their
advance guard, and in the hope that the
Belgians would cease firing for fear of
killine the women and children.—Evidence
of Belgian
'
Official Inquiry on German
conduct in 'Aerschet.
•
The Innocent with the Guilty
No general penalty, pecuniary or otherwise, can be inflicted on the populations
on account of the acts of individuals for
which it cannot be regarded as individually
responsible.—ARTICLE 47, HAGUE PEACE

Official proof that Germans used women Es
battle shields appears below on the left.

CONVENTION.

Six innocent citizens of Senlis were shot
because a poacher shot a German soldier.

The countryside was full of our troops,
nevertheless the stupid peasants must
needs shoot at our men, 'as they marched
'by, from lurking places. The day before
yesterday morning Prussian troops surrounded the village at 4 a.m., put women,
chldren, arid old people aside, and shot all
the men ; the village was then burnt to the
ground.—Extract from a German soldier's
litter, published by British Press Bureau on
October ist, 2914. ,„

•

Miners forced to, lead a regiment of German
invaders which was advancing on Charleroi.
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111.—The Campaign of Pillage under Hohenzollern Tutelage

anti
Pillage has been indulged in by the Germans from the Crown Prince downwards, and the fine oid chateaux o.
France haze been stripped of their glories by thieves who have the lust of possession but not the faculty of appreciation.

Pillage is formally forbidden. -An army of occupation can only
take possession of cash funds and realisable securities which are
.trictly the property of the State.—ARTICLES 47 & 53, HAGUE PEACE
CONVENTION.
The German procedure is everywhere the same. They advance
along a road, shooting inoffensive passers-by—particularly bicyclists-as well as peasants working in the fields.
It is especially forbidden to employ arms,
Projectiles, or material of a nature to cause
.superfluous iniury.—ARTICLE 22, HAGUE
PEACE CONVENT/ON.
Finally, we have in our possession expanding bullets, which had been abandoned
by the enemy at Werchter, and we possess
doctors' certificates showing that wounds
must have been inflicted by bullets of this
kind.—Report of Belgian Official Inquiry,
September loth, 1914.

In the towns or villages where they stop they begin by requisitioning
food and drink, which they consume till intoxicated.
Sometimes from the interior of deserted houses they let off theie
rifles at random, and declare that it was the inhabitants who fired.
Then the scenes of fire, murder, and especially pillage, begin, accompanied by acts of deliberate cruelty, without respect to sex or age.—
Report of Belgian Official Inquiry, September loth, 1914.
'The translation of the official document accompanying this
bullet is :
Headquarters. Ghent, SPrienWr 22nd. 1914.
Thirty ffiliffidum cartridges for Manner pistols have keen found
in the pockets of Lieutenant von Hadeln (a Hanoverian), made
prisoner on the 25th inst. at Ninove. These cartridges have been
sent to the Belgian Minister of War. The weapon was thrown away
by the officer at the moment before his capture, and has not
been recovered.
The document is signed by the captain - commandant
attached to the Belgian military governor, and is in possession
of the Belgian Government.

Franc-tireurs—that is, civilians carrying arms—are not entitled German rifles. But Germany herself follows a practice she
to the courtesy of war, but are shot whenever caught. On the punishes with death, and on the. left are two Germans drafted
right are a number of franc-tireure ranged up in front of to work on the rid-Tweet of Belgium and armed with rifles,
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IV.—The Shell-Shattered Glories of Mediaeval Architecture

A sample of the havoc wrought in the famous Cathedral of
Rheims, one of the ecclesiastical treasures of the world.

The awful ruin of Termonde, which, although unfortined and
undefended, was laid in ashes by German shells and arson.

The attack or bombardment by any means whatever of towns, villages,
habitations, or buildings which are not defended is forbidden.—ARTICLE 25,
HAGUE PEACE CONVENTION.

Lieut.-General von Nieber wrote a letter to the Burgomaster of
Wavre, on August 27th, 1914, demanding payment of the sum of
,i,:r2o,000, adding the threat : "The town of W avre will be set on fire
and destroyed if the payment is not made when due; without distinction of persons, the innocent will suffer with the guilty."

The hospital established by Cardinal Mercier, Archbishop of Malines, was The School of Medicine, in Rheims, destroyed when the
cathedral suffered from the havoo of German saells.
shelled by the hypocritical apostles of Teutonic "culture."

In sieges and bombardments all necessary steps shall be taken to spare,
as far as possible, buildings devoted to -religion, art, science, and charity,
historic monuments, hospitals, and places where the sick and wounded
are collected, provided they are not used at the same time for military
burPoses.—ARTICLE 27, HAGUE PEACE CONVENTION.

If all monuments, all the treasures of architecture which
are placed between our cannon and those of our enemies went
to the devil, we should be perfectly indifferent. They call us barbarians. What does it matter ? We laugh over it—General Disfurth
in-" Der Tag."

The report of the Belgian Commission of Inquiry on the Violation of
the Rules of the Rights of Nations, and of the Laws and Customs of
War summarised the results of their investigation in the following words:
The odious actions committed in all parts of
the territory show such a degree of regularity that
the responsibility may rest on the whole German
Army. They are only the application of a pre-,

conceived system, the putting into practice of the
instructions, which have made of the enemy troops
operating in Belgium " a horde of barbarians and
a band of incendiaries."
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Ships that Swept the Germans off the High Seas

H.M.S. Achilles, built in 1905 at a cost of about £1,180,000.
Displacement 13,550 tons. Her speed is 23 knots. She has a
complement of 704 men and carries 6 9'2 inch guns.

Capt. W. G. E. Ruck-Keene, of
H.M.S. Cochrane.

H.M.S. Cochrane, sister ship of the Achilles, and H.M.S. Natal.
Inset : A portrait of Rear-Admiral Hon. S. A. Gough-Calthorpe,
of H.M.S. Shannon. The ships on this page formed the Second
Cruiser Squadron which, under Admiral Sir Frederick Sturdee,

H.M.S. Shannon, built in 1906 at a cost of £1,415,535. She
has a normal displacement of 14,600 tons, and is commanded
by Rear-Admiral Hon. S. A. Gough-Caithorpe, C.V.O.

Commander John Hutchings,
of H.M.S. Natal.

scored the brilliant victory over the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau,
Leipzic, and Nuernberg, the news of which sent a thrill of pride
through-the Empire,. and. called forth the admiration of its Allies.
The middle photograph shows a naval 12 in. gun in action.
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The Most Daring Feat of the War

LL-Commander Norman D. Holbrook, of the B11.

Submarine B11 full speed awash in home waters.

exploit of Lieutenant-Commander Norman
THED.daring
Holbrook in penetrating what were considered
to be the impregnable confines of the Dardanelles once
more demonstrates the value of the underseas craft. By
wonderful skill and sterling courage the BIT was navigated
through the powerful current of the strait, eluded five
rows of mines, sunk the old Turkish battleship
Messudiyeh, and evaded the enemy's guns by a record
submersion of nine hours. A truly glorious feat, worthy
of the greatest traditions of the greatest of sea Powers.
At the outbreak of the war opinion as to the possibilities
of the " mechanical fish " was much divided. Some
experts regarded the submarine as the " deadliest thing
that keeps the seas." Others considered the Dreadnought
the supreme factor in naval conflict. The submarine has
proved a terrible weapon to stationary surface ships or those
proceeding at a slow speed. On 'the other hand by skilful
manoeuvring and a special hull protected with a 4 in.
steel plating, fast battleships can do much to guard against
the invisible peril of the torpedo. That our ships have
been able successfully to bombard the Belgian coast,
exposed all the time to submarine attack, without meeting
the fate of the Hogue, Cressy,' and Aboukir, is unquestionably a areat tribute to British seamanship.

The old Turkish battleship Messudiyeh, which was torpedoed
by the B11 in the Dardanelles with great skill and daring on the
part of Lieut.-Commander Holbrook. The Dardanelles is the
swift-running strait which separates Europe from Asia. con-

The latest photograph of the B11 taken in the Dardanelles, shows
the submarine approaching a British destroyer for orders.

necting the Sea of Marmora and the iEgean Sea. It is guarded
by two sets of defences and is heavily mined. Believed by our
Oriental enemies to be impassable, their surprise at Lieutenant
Holbrook's featcan better be imagined than described.
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HOW THE CHASSEURS D'AFRIQUE ROUTED THE t DRAGOONS OF PRUSSIA.—
Some Chasseurs d'Afrique, France's crack colonial corps, had an opportunity recently of displaying that brilliant dash and invincible ardour for whicMthey are renowned. The neighbourhood of Albert had been subjected to a violent bombardment by the enemy, and, in order
to displace them, a vigorous counter-attack was decided. upon. A large body of Prussian
Dragoons of the Guard were threatening the French line of communication with Aveluy. The

French Staff, wishing to clear the ground for the infantry, sent a regiment of Ohasseure to meet
the Imperial Dragoons. The enthusiastic Ohasseure bore down on the confident Prussians.
A frightful melee ensued. Horses neighed, swords clashed, men were torn from their saddles,
and maddened, riderless steeds ran amok increasing the panic and Impeding the combatants.
The Imperial Dragoons were no match for the Ohasseurs. Those among them who were not
killed or wounded broke up and fled in disorder, lea/frig the African cavalry triumphant.

ti
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France's Christmas Greetings to the Hateful Hun
IT is a beautiful weapon," said a French officer in
alluding to a French 75. This famous gun, which fires
:the deadly melinite shells, has proved i`self the most
valuable in our ally's very efficient artillery. Along the
heights of the Meuse, in the Argonne and Aisne districts
the nerve-breaking screech and wonderful precision of the
73 have proved demoralising to the enemy. Everywhere the
gun has been superior to the Huns' artillery. This is only
one of the surprises that General Joffre has sprung upon
" MM. Les Boches." On this page will be found some more
" beautiful weapons," all of which are helping to convince
the loathsome " blonde beast" that France was neither too
decadent nor in any sense unready to defend the cause of
liberty. When Metz and Strassburg are decreed the fate of
Liege, Namur and Antwerp, our allies' siege-gun, seen in the
second illustration, is likely to compare quite favourably
with the Krupp mortars of which we have heard so much.

Loading the famous 75 mm. gun, France's greatest artillery asset.
The melinite shell is comparatively small, but it explodes six
inches from the ground, and devastates an area of 6 by 25 yards.

A new French howitzer built by Creusot specially designed for siege
work. French artillery has been described by the Huns as" brutal."

A

photograph of a big French gun taken at the actual moment of firing. Inset is a French challenge to "Jack Johnson." One of
the new powerful French siege—guns, of which we shall hear further when the Allies are fighting on CierMall soil.

French Vigilance against Gerrian' Treachery

it is not unusual for German officers to come into French lines on special missions, but
they are always blindfolded, except when in the presence of the officers in command.
The necessity for this precaution is obvious. The Huns are ever on the alert to abuse
treacherously any courtesy shown them by their enemies. Our photograph shows
a German officer, with his eyes bandaged, awaiting a pacific interview with the enemy.

" A suspected spy in cnai=ge of a mounted escort being taken before
the French general at Baccarat, Eastern France, for courtmartial. Espionage is one of the most dangerous and inglorious
crafts in warfare, but though the spy's status In peace time seems
beneath contempt, his courage on the battlefield has often been
proved beyond dispute. The Germans' comprehensive system

of espionage is one of the greatest surprises of the war. Evidence
of their amazing thoroughness is gathered from the inset photograph showing the remains of one of their own concrete gun-platforms constructed in peacie time for use in the war on which they had
determined. To all intents the building was a harmless frontier
villa, but it took twenty-four charges of dynamite to destroy it.
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How Fares it with Starving Belgium this Xmas?

Poor Antwerp women receiving bread at the German barracks.
A genial Hun is seen impressing on these Belgians the advantages of being under the Eagle's wing.

Every precaution is taken against the leakage of military information. Idlers are summarily dealt with. Unemployed
are not allowed to look for work near the Antwerp quays.

A queue congregates daily outside the temporary barilacks at
Bruges to receive broken food discarded by the Kaiser's Huns.

A refugee brought back to Antwerp to be questioned by the
military authorities and to have his belonlinoc examined.

A German soldier distributing surplus bread to starving Belgians outside the Antwerp barracks. Yuletide in King Albert's country is
synonymous this year with anguish the like of which has never been surpassed throughout the ages. Humiliation, devastation, starvation—these are the essence of that " Kultur " which, according to the Prussian ideal, the world is so much in need.
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The Tide of Battle Rolls a Christmastide

German soldiers passing through a modern Pompeii, in East
Prussia, buried in a heavy fall of snow.

Landsturm Huns in action near Suwalki, East Prussia. The
strongly constructed trench will be noted.

The latest news from the front via Berlin. German soldiers reading the censor's
optimistic, if misleading, versions of Prussia's progress.

Making sure of a snowswept position. Germans
guarding with artillery a captured Belgian fort.

A study in black-and-white. Bavarian artillery posted near Ypres. On the left of the photograph will be seen the covered
entrance to a " dug-out,,, which serves as a welcome shelter to the sentinels, after hours of nerve-racking duty and exposure to
snow and sleet. The Huns' resistance in Belgium is slowly collapsing.
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Nature's Snowy Pall on Europe's Battle Plains

Cameronians in, their element, and incidentally availing themselves of a crop of
potatoes which happened to be growing conveniently near the trenches.

Fast asleep under a cold, starlit sky and the
white counterpane of winter.

French soldiers warming at a brazier preparatory
to relieving their comrades in the firing-line.

Some of our French allies await the appearance of the enemy's silhouette against
the rolling white fields. It looks as if he will receive a warm welcome.

Some French officers in the Argonne examining the enemy's lines from behind barbed -wire entanglements. Real Cnristmas
Weather has been prevailing on the Continent, and Nature has added a touch of picturesqueness and romance to campaigning. The
battered oastures of autumn are now ours with winter's snow. save where a recent conflict stains the virgin pall
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Bombardment of Scarborough: Germany in Des ration Attacks our Defenceless Coast Towns

On Wednesday forenoon, December r6th, the British public
was startled, but not dismayed, by the news that German cruisers
were bombarding the towns of Hartlepool, Scarborough, and
Whitby. It was hoped this might be the beginning of " the big
thing," and news of a decisive battle between the British and
German High Seas Fleets was hopefully expected. But it turned
out to be merely an audacious and futile raid on unprotected towns.

While three cruisers bombarded Hartlepool between 8 and 9)=5
o'clock in the morning, and did a large amount of material
damage, killing fifty-five civilians and seven soldiers, and wounding/up:,
about a hundred more in the streets and houses, a' battle-cruisenZio.:1
and an armoured cruiser attacked defenceless Scarboroughgs3a.3
damaging many dwellings, hotels, and two churches, killing
seventeen persons, and wounding many) more. At Whitby twom

tie-cruisers inflicted some slight damage on the ancient abbey,
ing two persons and wounding two others.
mmediately the raiders came into touch with one of our
rolling squadrons they " retired at full speed," and were able
scape in the mist which enveloped the North Sea at the time.
at, on the face of it, seemed a senseless and childish attack,
, no doubt, part of a German naval scheme to draw away

some of our capital ships from their positions, in the hope of
weakening the blockade of the German coasts, but in this they
signally failed. The most noteworthy feature of the whole affair
was an entire absence of panic throughout the region of the East
Coast which suffered from the insensate attack, and the whole
country, so that Germany may be said again to have broken the
laws of civilised warfare in vain.
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Germans Attack "the Englishman's Home"at Last

Last week the elus've German Navy bombarded Scarborough,
Hartlepool, and Wh'tby. Our photographs show on the left a
wrecked shop in Prospect Road, Scarborough, where the
shopkeeper's wife was killed, and on the right a ruined house
in the Crescent.

The ruined roof of a house in Gladstone Road, Scarborough, What caused the damage to the harmless coast town. Pieces of
giving an idea of the destruction caused by the German shell.
a German shell fired from a 10'11 in. gun.

Dastard destruction.
Wrecked house in
Commercial Street, Scarborough.

The house in Wykeham Street. Scarborough, where Mrs. Barnett and two
children were killed. 'the work of Germany's coward cruisers.
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Canada's Christmas-Box to the Motherland

Col. Sam Hughes (left), Minister of Militia, and H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught
reviewing the Canadian troops before their departure for England.

Hoisting a quick-firer aboard a transport at
Montreal, about to sail for England.

Good-bye to Young Canada from a soldier setting
out to fight on behalf of the Old Country.

A contingent of Canadian soldiers about to embark on the transports alongside the
landing-stage at Montreal, all keen as mustard to fight for the Empire.

A unit of the Second Field Battery, Ottawa, crossing a pontoon bridge. The Mother Country should be justly proud of Canada's
loyally
rally round the flag. No fewer than 108,000 sons of the Dominion will eventually be engaged in the task they have so
undertaken. not only on behalf of the Empire, but in support of civilisation.
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The Tidiness of Mr. Thomas Atkins

A tub and the eventual disposal of the Huns is the eternal question at the front. The one ideal is the essential of the other. Our
photograph depicts some British soldiers "cleaning up " somewhere behind the firing-line.

J. member of the H.A.C. shaving, with the aid
of a rail truck as a dressing-table.

The man who acts as barber is a veritable hero, and is kept busy accordingly. The shaving saloon, often al fresco and primitive, is very popular.

On returning to a rest camp from the trenches the first concern of kilted " Scotties " is
to remove the mud from their, knees. " Piou-piou " regards our soldiers' zeal in
keeping clean under such difficulties as something incomprehensible.

A British soldier shaving in great earnest,
while a bearded Belgian regards it as an
unnecessary waste of energy.

Battlefield Comforts for Christmas Weather

On the left wi be seen a group of French soldiers outside a row of straw
huts specially erected in view of the winter campaign. On the right is the lion
in sheep's clothing—otherwise, some British soldiers equipped in sheepskin coats.

Members of the Hamburg Landsturm as they
appear in their new winter fashions.

A German officer's hut in the Aisne region, which looks rather more picturesque
than comfortable. It is adorned with a horse—shoe as a symbol of good luck.

Not a native habitation in the tropics, but a colonel's straw hut,
hu,it by French soldiers behind the trenches at Soissons.

Bath—room and every convenience, more or less, in a French
trench near Soissons, a hundred yards from the German lines.
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Modern Science to the Rescue of Stricken Soldiers

Our allies' simple but ingenious method of quickly conveying wounded soldiers
from one place to another. The idea has proved invaluable in practice.

Science is required in carrying wounded, a lack
of which would often have fatal results.

On the left, the arrival at a French base of X—ray apparatus, indispensable in dealing with complicated wounds and locating bullets.
On the right, a fairly complete operating cabin, late a Paris auto—'bus, which used to ply between the Madeleine and the Place de la
Bastille. Its quick adaptation is another tribute to the ingenuity of our French allies.

Science is playing a greater part in the present war than ever before, as well in the breaking as in the mending of participants.
Everything that modern invention and advanced thought can do on behalf of the wounded is being done. The last photograph on
this page shows the interior of a Calais hospital and a French surgeon at work, assisted by some of the staff. Many English and
French Society ladies are devoting themselves to the care of the wounded.
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Jarring French Notes in a Germart Band

An amusing story is told of General von Strauts, commanding
the programme with some artillery fire. Guns were ranged about
nine miles away. On the fourth.Thursday, when the band corn—
the German army of Metz. Having placed his bend at the dis—
menced, French shells fell with deadly precision among the
posal of his -staff,-a cohcert took place every Thursday at Woel,
the General himself attending. French soldiers-1,200 yards.. musicians and audience. Genera) von Strauts beat a hasty retreat
in an ambulance, and the melody was somewhat broken.
away, hearing the strains of Wagner and Strauss, decided to vary
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Woman's Diverse Activities in War-time

Students of the Vere Street Ambulance College learning the art of signalling,
which has proved of such service to women engaged at the front.

The wives of Pretoria citizens on their way to deliver up fire-arms to thb
authorities, in compliance with the decree of martial law.

Not the militants off to the front
Brigade marching along Regent
tinetly martial spirit, however, and
appearance here. The above photowhich their Victorian grandmothers

PrincesaShakhovskaya, who holds the unique position
of aerial scout in the Tsar's north-western army.

to fight the Hun, but members of the Church Girls' Nursing and Ambulance
Street- London, recently, to their own inspiriting music. They have a dislook well able to defend themselves if necessary when the Hun makes his belated
graphs tend to show that women are taking unusual interest in a sphere
would have regarded as exclusively masculine.
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Still they come Xmas Visitors from the Fatherland

Types of German prisoners who arrived recently at Southend with what
looks Suspiciously like Christmas hampers in their possession
As a rule
they are not sorry to escape from the firing line.

Longing to see the white cliffs of " hated " England.
Captured Huns who, like their brothers at Kiel, have
not yet found their sea-legs.

Some of the one thousand 'German prisoners; among' them many of the Imperial- Guard, marching Ahrough„ Southend recently ,
on their way to detention ships at the'rnoutb of the Thames, where we hope they -will find "a place in. the sun," and ;pot-annoy,
the sea-gulls too much with " Deutschland uber Alice " or ‘-‘ Die Wacht am Rhein."
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The Arch-Hun's Xmas Present to Civilisation

William the Ruthless, the blasphemous
enemy of Civilisation and Christianity.

Debris-strewn corner of Lille, where
much suffering is prevalent this Christmas through German villainy.

"Kultur" destroys the symbol of Christianity. The shattered figure of the Saviour
in the midst of the ruin caused by the German bombardment of Ypres.

Face downward on the field of battle. A whole
platoon of French Touaves complete y wiped out
by German high-explosive shells.

The tottering remnants of a priceless
medimval beauty. The ruined Halles
Tower at Ypres.

On the left the gruesome toll exacted by German shells in the streets of St. Laurent. On the right peasants at Morin standing before
what was once-their homes. The scenes on this page speak eloquently for themselves. They represent the War Lord's Christmas
gift to humanity, in exchange for which the world can only offer him the undying execration of posterity.
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Horrors that will Ring Down the Ages of Time

Death's gleanings in the harvest—field. Dead German soldiers awaiting inter—
ment by old French peasants. This photograph gives a slight idea of the
frightful carnage due to the insane ideal of "Deutschland uber Alles."

On the left the ghastly contents of a French trench after being shelled by German
artillery. On the right the house of a Red Cross doctor at Ypres literally cut in two
by a shot from a German gun.

Belgian so,diers who fell in retaking Pervyse from the Germans being buried in the
churchyard by civilians. The ruined church will be seen in_the background.

Germaft patrol inspecting the
handiwork of their brother—
Huns In gees Prussia.

Some of our Warrior Legislators

Lieut.-Col. G. A. GIBBS, Ma'. W. H. HOUGHTON-GASTRELL, W. G. C. GLADSTONE.
Unionist—Lambeth N.
Liberal—Kilmarnock.
Unionist—Bristol.

NORMAN C. CRAIG, K.C.,
Unionist—Isle of Thanet.

H. PAGE CROFT,
Unionist—Christchurch.

Capt. P. K. GLAZEBROOK
Unionist—Manchester S.

H. GREENWOOD
Liberal—Sunderland.

Hon. R. E. C. L. GUINNESS,
Unionist—Essex S.E.

Hon. W. E. GUINNESS,
Unionist—Bury St. Edmunds.

F LEVERTON-HARRIS,
Unionist—Worcestershire E.

Major H. G. HENDERSON,
Unionist—Abingdon...

J. W. HILLS,
Unionist—Durham.

S. J. G. HOARE,
Unionist—Chelsea.

ROWLAND HUNT.
Unionist—Ludlow.

Capt. H. M. JESSEL,
Unionist—St. Pancras S.

EARL OF KERRY,
Unionist—Derbyshire W.

Major E. A. KNIGHT,
Unionist—Kidderminster.

G. R. LANE-FOX,
Unionist—Barkston Ash.

Viscount LEWISHAM,
Unionist—West Bromwich.

Hon. J. C. LYTTLETON,
Unionist—Droitwic h.

Major R. C. A. McCALMONT
Unionist—Antrim E.

Hon. F. W. S McLAREN.
Liberal—Spalding.

Dr. CHARLES LEACH,
Liberal—Comae Valley.

Rt. Hon. L. HARDY,
Unionist—Ashford.

Major J. A. HOPE,
Unionist—Midlothian.
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The Conspicuous Bravery of a French Private
JEAN BERGER, a volunteer private 'in the 2nd French
J
Infantry, found his colonel lying wounded in a recent
battle, and carried him to the rear. As he did so, a
wounded British officer called out. Jean returned to the
officer with a flask of wine. As he put the latter to the
wounded man's lips, one bullet removed three of his own
fingers and another went through his body.
The two wounded men lay together, and after some time
a thirst-tortured wounded German who lay near them

begged for drink. They dragged themselves to him, poured
some water and wine between his lips—then both fainted. '
Next morning the battle began again, and as a body of
Uhlans rode past, Berger appealed to their officer for a
drink. The latter saw the body of his dead countryman
with the empty French flask beside it. He read the whole
story, and gave the two survivors food and drink, saluting
them as he left. Later in the day Berger managed to drag
the now-delirious British officer to the allied lines.

A French private and a British officer give their last drink to a dying German on the battlefield.

HOW THE WAR WAGES •
The Germans Swept from the. High Seas
IF one were to be asked what was the most notable event
of the weeks just passed, the answer would not be
the steadilY-victorious advances along -the widely-extended
front in France and Belgium, or the triumph of the Russian
forces in Poland and Galicia, or even the great Serbian
victory in expelling the Austrians and retaking Belgrade,
but the significant fact that Britannia still rules the waves
and has swept the Germans from the seas. The destruction
on December 8th of the German buccaneering squadron
under the command of Admiral Graf von Spec, off the
Falkland Islands, in the South Atlantic, by the British
fleet under Vice-Admiral Sir F. Doveton Sturdee, after a
running fight lasting five hours, was even more complete
than indicated in our last impression, for later telegrams
showed that the Nurnberg was also sent to the bottom,
and that the total loss to our ships was only seven men
lulled and four wounded, as against over 2 ..000 of the enemy,
including the admiral and all his officers.
of course, were showered upon
CONGRATULATIONS,
Admiral Sturdee and his gallant sailor-men from the
King and Admiralty, and by the naval and military
authorities of all our allies. It was in acknowledging these
from Vice-Admiral R. Yashiro, Japanese Minister of Marine,
that Mr. Churchill, First Lord of the Admiralty, used the
remarkable expressions: " That the peace of the Pacific
had been restored ; that the commerce of all nations could
proceed with safety throughout the vast expanse from the
coasts of Mozambique to those of South America ; that the
expulsion of the Germans from the East was complete :
and that all this had been achieved with the powerful and
untiring assistance rendered by the Japanese Fleet, and
the co-operation of the Australian squadron.'.
The East Coast Raid
THE sequel to Admiral Sturdee's crushing blow arrived
with dramatic suddenness. On the tittli inst.,
after several months' comparativelnactivity at Kiel, part of
the German Navy visited the East Coast—not, however, to
attack a point of any military significance, but to shell
the undefended towns of Hartlepool, Scarborough, and
Whitby. The total loss of life, unfortunately, amounted
to eighty-one persons, and many more were wounded. The
object of the raid is open to conjecture. if to avenge
Von Spec by killing innocent civilians, it is typical of
German desperation and cowardice. On the other hand,
the attack may have been a strategic attempt to move the
strength of the British Fleet in order to clear the way
for a more concentrated German effort. Tholin the fact
that the enemy cruisers were able at all to escape the
igilance of our Navy and the mine-strewn sea is very
disquieting.
Whatever may be the outcome of the raid, this country's
foretaste of the horrors of war as .gaged by the Kaiser's
uniformed serfs in bombarding open towns is very timely.
It should be the greatest stimulus to recruiting and the
required incentive for John Ball at home to see that the
doom of the despicable Prussian is swift and sure. The last
important attack on our shores took place as long ago as
1667, - when De Ruyter, commanding the Dutch Fleet,
raided the Thames and Sheerness.
A Turkish Battleship Torpedoed
A DARING feat was accomplished on December 13th
by a British submarine, by which a blow was struck
at the Ottoman Navy that will be widely felt. BT T., under
the command of Lieut.-Commander Norman D. Holbrook,
entered the Dardanelles, and in spite of the difficult current,
dived under five rows of mines and torpedoed the Turkish
battleship Messudiyeh, which was guarding the mine-field.
When last. seen the battleship was sinking by the stern.
Bit, returned to her base safely, although pursued by gunfire and torpedo-boats, the -escape being facilitated by remaining submerged, on one occasion for nine hoars,

THE STORY OF THE

TOGLIVJEETBNYMK

The Western Campaign
WITHOUT going into details, it may be said that the
Germans during the week made repeated violent
attacks—three in one day-on the town of Ypres, but each
of them in succession was completely repulsed with great
losses to the enemy. The capture of the town of Staden,
ten miles north of Ypres, threatens the German occupation
of North-West Flanders. Progress has also been made in
the Argonne, on the Meuse, near St. Mihiel, while in the
Vosges on December 12th the enemy made a desperate
infantry assault on the French lines north-west of Senones,
but was gallantly repulsed.
The Eastern Theatre of War
IN Central Poland fierce German attacks from their
entrenchments were made day and night on December
loth and ilth, and again on the 14th, on the Russian
lines between the Vistula and Wathe from Dow to Lowicz
but these were repulsed after resolute bayonet charges,
with enormous losses to the enemy. Field-Marshal von
Hindenburg deyelOped a new plan of campaign, by an
attack on the Narew- River Russian fortifications, but in
that he failed. He then concentrated a portion of his
centre with all his recent reinforcements from Germany,
and the troops hurriedly gathered from France and
Belgium, and launched them against the Russian west
wing in Western Galicia, south and cast of Cracow. In
this move he also failed, as on December loth and rith,
after stubborn fighting, the Russians drove the enemy
back; capturing many cannon and machine-guns, a.nd
4,000 prisoners. The Austrians, in conjunction with troops
drawn from the Serbian border, are attempting to assume
the offensive in the Carpathian passes, the object being
to relieve Cracow and Przemysl.
The Serbians, under Kng Peter, followed up from
December Toth to 12th the retreating Austrians, forced
their right wing to cross the Drina, and re-entered Valjevo
and Ushitza. The total losses of the Austrians arc
estimated at 50,000 men, including 28,000 prisoners,
70 guns, and 44 nintraillcuses. To the south of Belgrade
the Serbians engaged three Austrian army corps, and after
a desperate battle drove them in great disorder across the
Danube and the Save, when the Serbian troops re-occupied
their ancient capital amid indescribable scenes of enthusiasm. Practically all Serbian territory has now been
freed from the enemy except Shabatz and Loznica, whose
deliverance is imminent. King Peter and his princely sons
received the congratulations of all the Governments of
the Allies.
.*
The Kaiser's Illness and Gloom
HAT a dramatic and vet pathetic scene that must
have been between the Kaiser and his eldest son
when, on the evening of December 8th, the Crown Prince
hurried from his headquarters at Stellar, in Poland, to his
father's sick bedside. It is hard to gather the real truth
in regard to his Imperial Majesty's mental and physical
condition. His personal physician, Surgeon-General Medner,
of course, declared to an interviewer on December 13th
that there was absolutely _no ground for the alarming
reports current. His Majesty only suffered from a bronchial
catarrh, -that he was now convalescent, and after a few'
clay:' rest would be able to go to the front in a week or ten
d.ays. On the other hand, unofficial reports from Berlin
to Basle, on the ii4th, assert that his chest trouble has
seriously affected his throat, and that an operation would
be necessitated. Such were the conflicting reports regarding his father, - the Emperor Frederick, on his sad
deathbed. In the secret chamber, Without the presence
of confounded strategists and their subservient assurances
of imaginary victories, did these twain—father and son—
confess to each other the vanity of their visions of world
conquest, or still delude themselves, with the inflated
conceit of tile amateur theologian, that God, their " Ally,"
would surely somehow come to their rescue, and that of
the broken and distracted Fatherland ?

